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In preparing this book for publication , we reached out to a number of the 
world's foremost thought leaders to gain their comments and feedback 
about this important book . The responses we received will be valuable to 
readers in framing their own thoughts about this book, and how they will 
implement these paradigm shifts in their own personal and professional 
lives. Please see the Epilogue at the back of the book for extensive and 
thoughtful testimonials from Marc Dubrulle, Ex officio Member of the Club 
of Rome, President emeritus, The Club of Rome EU-Chapter; and Father 
Simon Pierre, Benedictine Monk and lifelong friend of Bernard Lietaer. 

Praise for Towards a Sustainable World 

Our planet is in crisis. More and more people are aware of the harm we are 
inflict ing as we destroy and pollute the natural world whilst at the same 
time our population grows. We have brought the climate crisis upon 
ourselves. There is increasing awareness of this, but most people do not 
take action - they feel helpless. Bernard Lietaer's book provides guidance. 
Suggests ways we can seek to move forward in greater harmony with 
nature. We must seek to live more sustainably and remember that each 
one of us can make a difference - every day. 

Jane Goodall , PhD, DBE 
Founder, The Jane Goodall Institute & UN Messenger of Peace 

Two decades ago, Peter Drucker emphasized: "Change in society has a 
deeper impact on companies than change in management. " Bernard 
Lietaer 's book is a perfect illustration of this paradigm shift illustrated by the 
sustainability challenge. Leaders need a more holistic approach to the 
world and to walk the talk. Managers can better rationalize how companies 
operate by reaching a higher level of efficiency and resilience. People 
should be aware of the global impact of their lifestyle on the environment. A 
world of sustainability is one of a different mindset, where information and 
attitudes are valued differently, and hopefully better. It is a key message in 
this remarkable book. 

Stephane Garelli 
Founder, World Competitiveness Center 

Professor Emeritus at IMO and at the University of Lausanne 

Towards a Sustainable World is a last appeal by a talented, thoughtful man 
whose life was devoted to understanding our deeply troubled world and 
what must be done about it. It deserves the attention of concerned people 
at every level of society. 

Dee W. Hock 
Founder and CEO Emeritus, Visa Inc. 

Author of One From Many 



In Towards a Sustainable World: 3 Paradigm Shifts to Achieve, Bernard 
Lietaer shares an opt imistic vision of a sustainable future in which efficiency 
and resilience are balanced in our natural, econom ic, and information 
systems. The bold path forward outlined in the book prov ides the basis for 
important conversa tions that need to occur if our global society is to 
survive in an increasingly complex wor ld. This is an important read for 
anyone interested in how humanity can navigate our technological future. 

Michael Soskil 
Co-Author of Teaching in the Fourth Industrial Revolution 

2017-2018 Pennsylvan ia Teacher of the Year 
2016 Globa l Teacher Prize Top-10 Finalist 

For a small book, Bernard Lietaer's Towards a Sustainable World contains 
an outstandingly rich set of arguments , examples , principles, guidel ines, 
and recommendations for ultimately achiev ing the transformation needed 
for the long-term survival of humanity. In a world out of balance , it is quite 
urgent for us to take action in the direction of the three paradigm shifts 
proposed by Bernard Lietaer and his colleagues. 

Wilhelm Krull 
General Secretary , Volkswagen Foundation 

In his book, Towards a Sustainable World, Bernard Lietaer articulates the 
case for sustainability and the alignment of the pursuit of environmental and 
social benefits. He demonstrates that sustainability is of value when 
employed as a sufficient and strategic framework for creat ion of value, 
enhancement of organizational methods for sustainability, and real innovation. 

As the reader discovers - what has changed is the context with in which the 
wor ld today operates and the shift that is imperative. The author encourages 
and iterates a positive message that the shift toward the pursuit of ethical, 
susta inable capitalism is on the rise. It is and will be full of integr ity, balance 
and thoughtfulness. Most importantly, the positive message from the author 
is that he has faith we will get it right before it is too late. 

I highly recommend Lietaer 's thoughtful book as a must-read to understand 
the shift taking place and as a guide to a creative , sustainab le future. 

Jennifer Long 
President Biolley Farms, Costa Rica 

I never had the pleasure of meeting Bernard Lietaer in person; but of 
course , his name is well known to me. I know that he has been in regular 
contact with WIR Bank for many years. Be it in personal talks at our 
headquarters in Basel , by phone or very often via emai l. The constant 
dialogue was extremely valuab le for both sides. On the one hand , Lietaer 
found answers to his questio ns about the practical implementation of a 
complementary system with its own currency. On the other hand, we learned 



from him where exactly the problems with the Euro resided and how and 
where Silvio Gesell's idea and basic ideas could flow into the problem 
solution. In addition, we received a critical view of the WIR system and its 
role in the future from an internationally recognized economist , who had 
dealt with the top ic of compleme ntary systems for decades . 

Sustainability - this term already appears in the title of Bernard Lietaer 's 
new book- is also the basic idea behind our WIR system. For 85 years we 
have been committed to promoting small and medium-sized enterprises in 
Switze rland, which form the backbone of the Swiss economy. And we will 
continue to do so, contribut ing to the prospe rity of our country. We very 
much hope that Bernard Lietaer 's book will provide valuab le impulses for a 
more sustainab le economy. 

Bruno Stiegeler 
President, WIR Bank, Switzerland 

In our current challenging worldwide environment where we face a new 
kind of political leader embrac ing nationalist objectives empowered by 
minor and well -organized social activist groups and old corrupted political 
parties that are mainly concerned with mainta ining their political power 
above dire social needs, worldw ide corporate organizat ions are under 
huge pressures from shareholders for immediate and short term profit 
increase on a year to year basis. 

The academ ic environment is mainly focused on innovation , competition 
and all the technologica l revolution impact we are facing in every discipline. 
But the subjects mentioned in Bernard Lietaer' s book are not considered 
as they should be in order to build and reinforce a "SUSTAINABLE WORLD ." 

The parad igms in Bernard's book are a great contribution to take into con
siderat ion, and they should begin in academia and should be implemen ted 
from the very beginn ing of the education cycle , high school or Junior High. 

Sustainability and Efficiency must be included in the Strategic Planning 
Process of our businesses and government environments , prioritizing 
these implemen tations as Corporate/Governme nt objectives for a Super ior 
Value Delivery in our world. 

Federico G. Lepe 
President , International Logistics Commission 

Council of Industria l Chambers, Mexico 

During his life, Bernard Lietaer was one of the wor ld's most original 
thinkers about the financial system , I learned a great deal from him and I 
respected his work . I was surprised and very saddened to hear about his 
death, since the world needs his ideas now more than ever, 

Dennis Meadows 
Author of The Limits to Growth 

Member, The Club of Rome 
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Dear Reader 

I have spent my entire professional life in the monetary world. 
Since 1987, I have developed, tested and implemented com
plementary currencies in many projects all over the world. 
This ,,vork, and the entire concept of monetary systems, has 
even more relevance in the turbulent times ,ve find ourselves 
in as the second decade of the new century comes to a close. 
And as my life comes to a close, I am compelled to share with 
you, dear reader , my thoughts about how we, as the human 
race, can and must address the critical challenges that are 
facing us - and ind eed, threatening our survival. 

Today, I see mankind facing enonnous challenges, including 
three that are overwhelming: 

+ Climate Change: It is happening and ,,vill bring drastic 
chang es to how ,ve can live and surviv e. It is truly a 
climate emergency and we are rapid ly approach ing the 
point of no return. 

+ Refugees : The Organization for Economic Co-operation 
and Develop1nent (OECD ) forecasts that Europe must 
cope with hundr eds of millions of migrating people. We 
can also expect similar moves world\vide, driven both by 
climate change and political and economic conditions in 
their home countries. 

+ Mo netary Stabili ty : our present monetary system is 
staggering from crash to crash. 



Yet, I am and remain optimistic. I do believe that human 
beings have always faced challenges that stretched beyond the 
limits of their present capacity. Such challenges forced humans 
to grow and develop to the next phase in thei r evolution, ulti
mately navigating the paradigm shifts they faced. V\fe are in a 
period now where \.ve must enter another phase in our 
evolution, and this time we must simultaneously navigate 
three critical paradigm shifts. 

So, that is our situation today: we face challenges the likes 
of which we have never seen before . Yet, I see the oppo1tunity 
for mankind to learn and develop. The opportunity lies in 
going through three paradigm shifts in one sweep, something 
mankind has never had to do before. Th ese paradigm shift 
imperatives are the subjects of this book. We must move: 

• 

• 
• 

From Aristotle's linear cause -effect to a more balanced 
Taoist paradigm; 

From a patrifocal to a more matrifocal paradigm; and 

From centrally-owned to personally-owned information . 

As my life draws to a close, I write this last book to show 
that, despite the severity of the challenges \¥e face, there is no 
reason for despair. Instead, I challenge the people of this 
world - each single individual - to get up and move (even 
better: lead) through these three paradigm shifts. It is the only 
path to a sustainable future. 

I wish you all success! 

Bernard Lietaer, J an uar y I 0, 2019 

ED ITOR'S NOTE: Bernard Lietaer passed a\.vay on 4 
Feb1-uary 2019 following an illness, ~vhich he thought he had 
overcome. 



To the Leaders of Our World 

You are responsib le for a sustainable world. 

• Lead to sustainability. 

• Lead to balance matrifocal 

and patrifocal values. 

• Lead human information 

to personal ownership. 
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The Story of This Book 

The story of ho,v this book was written is very special . 

OnJanuary 9 and l 0, in Hoyerhag en, Germany, Bernard 
dictated the foreword of the boo k and then explained in 
detail to his partner, Helga Preuss, and to Dieter Legat ,.vhat 
shou ld be the content of the book. The book ,vas to be his 
legacy, the essence of his life's work, what he wanted to leave 
behind for man kind as his ca ll to action . 

The three paradigm shifts he considered vital for humanity 
to bring our world back to sustainabili ty ,vere to be the focus 
of the book - based on the law of susta inability of living 
systems, ,.vhich he had discovered with his fiiends Robert E. 
Ulanowi cz and Sally J. Goerner. 

He also determine d that Marek Hudon, his successor as 
teache1; should edit the manusc1ipt and suggest some references; 
and Helga should make sure that every word "vas precisely in 
his frame of thinking. Kri stof de Spiegeleer, expert in 
information systems, should finalize, from Bernard's notes, 
the content of Paradigm 3. Ca1y Sherburne, experienced 
edito1; was asked to help in transformin g the manuscript into 
text easy to read by lay people, and Dieter Legat was to be the 
scribe of the team. 



So we arrived, guided by Bernard, at this book, his last 
message to human ity. 

Thank you, Bernard, for allowing us to serve you. 

Helga Preu8, Marek Hudon, Kristof de Spiegeleer, 
Dieter Legat, Cary Sherburne. 

ED ITO R'S NOT E: Helga \Vas Bernard's companion for 
years; Marek is Professor at Universite Libre de Bruxelles 
(ULB), Belgium; Kristof is CEO of T H REEF OL D, a leading 
high tech company using a complementary Token currency 
worldvvide; Dieter is a retired Hewlett Packard manager and 
top management consultant, a friend of Bernard's for more 
tl1an 40 years; Cary is Senior Editor at WhatTheyThink, a 
media resource focused on me analog-to-digital transformations 
several industries are undergoing, as well as a marketing 
consultant and aumor. 

For more information about Bernard Lietaer and achieving 
me paradig1n shifts desc1ibed in this book, and to join the 
globa l conversat ion, please visit https://sustainable-world.ch. 
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At a Glance 

Just a few years ago, \>Ve enjoyed life and the future looked 
brilliant. Men walked on the moon . We were getting diseases 
under control. Democracy spread out all over the ,vorld. 
vVomen's' rights expanded. We had peace in most countries 
of the ,vorld. Prosperity was gro,ving. The future for our 
children looked bright. We were proud of what we ,vould 
leave behind for them . 

Today, the joy of life seems to be gone for many. No,v, 
fear dom inates the ,vorld. There are threats ,vherever we look. 
vVill climate change turn our homelands into deserts - or 
submerge them in rising oceans? vVill thousands of immigrants 
so dra 1natical ly change the economic climate that it destroys 
our chances of maintaining good jobs? Will our economy 
fall apart? vVill our savings disappear? Will a new world 
balance of power destroy ou r countries? \,Viii our children 
have a safe futur e? v\li!J we ever heal the massiv e cultura l 
and political divides that seem to be driving us into ever 
more conflicted tribes? 

These threats feel real, don 't they? It often seems like 
there is nothing ,ve can do, that all that 's left for us is to be 
afra id of the future. 

This book emphatically says NO, that is not true. I t says 
that we can turn things around. But in order to do so, we 
humans must all change the way we view our world through 
three simultaneous paradigm shifts that \>vill help us define 



what is really going \vrong with the world, what to do about it 
and how \Ve can drive the required changes, as individuals 
and as participants in families, communities and various 

. . 
organ1zauons. 

Paradigm, shift , defined: 

A situation in which the usual and accepted w ay 
of doing or thinkin g about some thing 

changes completely. 1 

First: we need put on ne\V glasses and look at our world 
through a different lens. We must begin to see it in a different 
light. We must view our world as a large living being consisting 
of many smaller living beings2 - self-organizing life forms. 
Ind eed, \Ve as individuals are self-organizing life forms, or 
systems, as are our families, our societies, forests, the sea, our 
monetary systems, our countries, our economies ... This is 
NOT scientific nonsense - it is simply a different \Vay of 
looking at our \,Vorld. 

Second: \~e must view these systems as nature does. 'vVe 
must recognize that both our ,,veil-being and our future 
depends on how sustainab le these life forms or systems are. 
We must grow to understand that the root cause of our 
problems is that many of these systems are not susta inable 
any longer in their current for1n. And we 1nust fully grasp 
\,Vhat we need to do to return them to sustainability 

Third: \Ve must focus on changing a few vital things that 
are the root cause of our troub les - not on the larger scope of 
world-improving policies. Programs addressing the climate 
emergency, fixing our economy, keeping refugees out ... all 

1 tu u>r / /clic,iauaaa· camh,idg;c argb ,stdio iooaQ' /coglisb /pacadigm-sbifr 
2 Scientis1s call these "systems." 



these address symptoms, not the root causes. And focusing on 
these is not effective or efficient ... it's also overwhelming. 

Rathe1; we must address the root cause, which is one 
single problem: our world is not sustainable because it is out 
of balance. 

This is the call to action of this book. It is not '"'ritt en to 
be read and discussed by a few scientists or activists. It is for 
the entire world, for every human being, for all leade rs in this 
world , wherever they may be. For you, our reade1: For you, 
the top politicians in the U.S., in China , in Europe - anY'vhere 
in the world. For you, the business lead ers. For you, the 
spiritual leade rs: 

It is incumb ent on all of us to bring our world back into 
balan ce and move for"vard to sustainability. Only then will 
fear about the future be history. 

This book shows us how. 

Change agents have courage - a certain fearlessness 
about the future. 

~ Jack Welch,former CEO ef General Electric 
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The Language of the 
New Paradigms 

The 1nqjor prob/,ems ef our time - /Jze threat ef nuc/,ear war, the 
devastation ef our natural enviro111nen~ our inability to cope with 
poverty and starvation around the world ... are all different facets ef 
one sing/,e crisis, which is essential!), a crisis ef perception. It derives 
fro1n the fact that 1nost ef us - and es/1ecialry our large social 
institutions - subscribe to the concepts ef an outdated world view. 

~ Fri{jef Capra, Scientist, Author, Educator and Activist 

Every profession has its O\Vn special language for its field of 
work, its paradigm, the way it vie,vs its field and the \VOrld 
around it. Fire fighters, medical doctors, airplane pilots - all 
have specific terms to desc1ibe types of challenges, obstacles 
to overcome and actions to take, terms that are likely not 
understood outside of their respective professions. Clear 
meanings are prerequisites for a paradigm. This is required 
for people to describe, share, and communicate. 

Ju st as each prof ession has its own languag e, so, too, do 
our ne" ' paradigms. This is the global language that will 
help everyone understand the dangers \ve face, and ,vhat we 
can do about them. The terms used in our special languag e 
are listed and defined here in b1ief, and in more detail in 
this book. 



In order to begin this discussion using a common language, 
we have defined key terms important to the understanding of 
each of the three required paradigm shifts. They will act as a 
reference point as readers proceed through the book. 

General 

• Paradigni: A framework of thought, concepts, methods, 
causal connections. 

• Yin and Yang: The principle that all things exist as 
inseparable and contradictory opposites; for example, 
female and male, dark and light, old an d young. 3 

Paradigm Shift 1: From Aristotle to Tao 

Living Systems 

• Living systems 4: Self-organizing life forms that interact 
with their environm ent. 

• Flow: These living systems are maintained by flows of 
information, energy and matter. If the flow is hindered, 
the system is in trouble. 

• Network View of Living System: This approach 
vie,vs systems as consisting of a net\vork of elements 
interacting through flo,vs of information, energy, matter. 

• Ecosystem: The entirety of a system and all the systems 
,vith which it interacts . 

• Efficiency of a Living System: A living system's 
capacity to perform in a sufficiently organized and efficient 
manner in order to maintain its integrity over time. 

3 bupr //w>Y>►' aucicm cu/Yin and Yang 
" bn;ps-//co wikipcdia oq;:/wiki/Jjving S)'Slcms 



• Resilience of a Livin g Syst em: Its reserve of flexible 
fallback positions and diversity of actions that can be 
used to meet changing conditions and the innovation 
required for ongoing development and evolution. 

• Sustainability of a Living System : Th e quality of 
being able to continue to function over a period of time.5 

• Vi ability: Th e ability to live, grow, and develop.6 

Cause-effect Logic 

• Causality: The connection between cause and effect. 

• Lin ear Cau s ality : One cause leads directly to one effect. 

• Lin ear System: A system that responds to one cause 
(trigger) ,vith one effect. 

• Non-linear System: A system that responds to one 
cause (trigger) with multiple and changing effects. 

Monetary System 

• Monetary System : A system, which organizes the flow 
of money. 

• Monetary System, Conventional: The official 1nonetary 
system, used ,vorldwide, independent of the political 
orientation of countries. It consists of a set of policies, 
frameworks, and institutions by ,vhich the government 
creates money in an economy. Such institutions include 
the mint, the central bank, treasury, and other financial 
institutions.' 

j lu u>s-I /dir1ionaQ1 camh1irlgc org/diG1iooaQs' /cngHsb/s11s1aioabili1y 
6 tu U>S' / /www mcniam-wchs,cr coo1/diC1iooa ,;:,, /viabi1il¥ 
1 bnps-/ /www inteHianteconomis1 cam/moncun:J:'·S}'Stems 



• Monetary System , Complementary: An additional 
monetary system, complementing the conventional system 
(not an alternative system). 

• Demurrage Currency: a currency in which the value 
of units of currency is designed to fall over time at a 
fixed rate . 

Paradigm Shift 2: Towards a More Balanced 
Matrifocal/Patrifocal Partnership 

• Matrifo cal: A matrifocal family or society is one where 
females play a leading role and males play a less important 
role. 

• Matrifo cality: A focus on resilience and longer-term 
results. 

• Patrifocal: A patrifocal family or society is one where 
males play a leading role and females play a less important 
role. 

• Patrifocality: A focus on efficiency and short-term 
results. 

Paradigm Shift 3: Towards More Personal 
Ownership of Information 

• Centralization of Information: Information stored 
and access managed by one central organization. 

• 

• 

• 

Decentralization of Information: Info rmation stored 
and managed by each membe r of a net~vork. 

Distribut ed Information : The same information resides 
\.vith each use1: If it is not, one or a few users have it. 

Proprietary Information: Information that is not 
public knowledge and that is viewed as the property of 
the holder. 



• Personal Information: Information or an op1n1on, 
including information or an opin ion forming part of a 
database, whether true or not, and whether recorded in a 
mater ial form or not, about an individual whose identity 
is apparent, or can reasonab ly be ascertained, from the 
information or opinion. 

• Privat e Information: Information that a user wishes 
to keep from public view. Credit card, social secu rity and 
finan cial acco unt numbers, along with passwords to 
websites and other venues, are commonly kept pr ivate. 

We und erstand that these terms are not necessarily in 
common use. But by defining them here, it ,.viU help our 
readers to better und erstand the paradigm shifts this book 
presents. 

Equipped "vith this language , let us no,v take a look at 
each of these three paradigm shifts, which we consider essential 
to bringin g balance back into our world and moving us 
to,vards a sustainable future . 
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Paradigm Shift 1 : 
From Aristotle to Tao 

Like all 1najor tra11sitions in hu1nan histOI)\ the shift fro,n a linear to 
a circular econo11ry will be a t111nultuous one. It will feature heroes and 
pioneers, nqysqyers and obstacles, and 1nonients of victory and doubt. 
If we persevere, however, we will put our econonry back on a path of 
growth a11d sustainability. 

- Frans van Houten, CEO at Royal Phillips 

Sustainability: The Goal of Living Systems 

Living systems are life forms maintained by flows of information, 
energy and matte1; interacting "vith their environment and 
organ izing thems elves. Forests are living syste1ns, as are an imals, 
businesses, societies and, of course, human beings. 

Such life forms have one overal l goal: to remain healthy 
and alive today and tomorro"v; in other words, the ir goal is 
sustainability. 

The Vital Question: How Can We Ensure Living 
Systems Remain Viable, and Thus, Sustainable? 

As we moved for,vard in history, the more we learned about 
our world and ourselves, the more ,ve learne d that our o,vn 
su1vival depends on keeping living systems in balance and 



sustainable: The forests that produce the oxygen we need to 
breathe; the banks tha t provide us with mon ey; the governments 
that provide us with security; health care systems that come to 
our aid if needed; businesses who pay us salaries to live on -
j ust to name a few. 

Aristotle 's Logic: Only a 
Partial Answer 

A fe,v hundred years B.C. , 
Aristotle gave us a great gift: 
the principles of logic. We 
hav e used thes e princip les 
ever since to help us mak e 
decisions. They are based on 

" if - then " assumptions, like: 

"If I kick a ball well, then 
it ,viii land in the goal," or as 
bus iness manag ers: "If we 
hir e 1norc sales people, tl1en 
"ve will sell mor e product. " 

Fig. I: Aristotle, 
Greek Phiwsoplier, 384-322 BC. 

Originator of linear causali9t 

Logic experts call this kind of cause-effect logic linea r: 
one cause leads directly to one effect. 

Unfortunately for life forms (living systems), Aristotle 's 
logic model often fails to define reality: the interactions we 
confront in life are seldom linea1: Instead, they often appear 
in loops - forward or back,vard in the chain of events, often 
resu lting in unforeseen consequences . 

In Figur e 2, we see th e direct line between cause (kicking 
the ball or hiring more salespeople) ,vith the expected effect 
(ball in goal or more sales). But the non-linear causality shown 



on th e right is more likely ,.vhat we will see in real living 
systems. Th ere are loops and cond itions that amplify, hinder 
or delay the expected outcome . Certainly, we can expect 
more orders if we add more salespeop le. But more orders can 
create unexpected conseque nces, such as backlogs and delays 
in delivery that can have an adverse effect on whether or no t 
we actua lly get those orders - whether customers will accept 
those delays and longer lead times. 'fhi s is referred to as non
linea r causality by logic experts and is typically more co1nmon 
in living systems than the more simplistic linear causality. 

Linear causality 
(Orw, c:auso • ono offocU 

Ball 
in goal 

Kick ball 

More 
sales 

More 
sales people 

Non-linear causality 
{Coueo-offoct loops: omplllyfng, hlndorlng, dolaylng) 

More 
profit 

t_ 
r: 

(+) 

More 
orders 

Hinder 

More 
sales 

people 

More Longer 
backlog delivery 

(·) 
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Fig. 2: Linear causalif:)I is "straight." No11-li11ear is "circular." 

Real living systems, of course, are much more in ter
looped than our simplified examp le in Figure 2, more like 
what is depicted in Figur e 3. H ere we see that the decline of 
forest cover on Negros Island (an island in the Philippin es) is 



the result of several intern.vined cause -effect loops.8 It is 
much more representative of actua l living systems than the 
simple loops showing in Figure 2. 

In such cases, Aristotle's linear logic applies to cause 
effect bet\>Veen t\vo nodes - but not to cause -effect relationships 
"vithin the enti re living syste1n. 
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Fig. 3: /11 living systems 11011-linear (circular) causali!J prevails. 

Our illuso·ation sho"vs a causal loop diagram depicting 
forest cover decline on Negros Island , generated by researchers 
from the vVorld Wildlife Fund. Two prima1y po sitive feedback 
loops are embedded in the model: one caused by social
economic policies and the second one from population density. 

8 hrtps-//www rcscarchga,c oc, /fig:,1cc/Ca1,sal-loap-diagram-dcpioing;-fnccs1-
cover-decli ne-on-Ncgros-lsland-gcncrated-bv fig I 45267 560 



The Law of Sustainability for Living Systems 

Recognizing these limitations of Aristotle's logic, Bernard 
looked for an answer to tl1e question: " \,Vhat makes a living 
system sustainable?" ,vith Sally J. Goerner and Robert E. 
Ulano,vicz, (both leading scientists).In 2008, they presented 
their joint results: scientific proof that living systems must 
reach a balance between efficiency and resilience to attain 
sustainability. 9 

The law of sustainability 

To reac h optim.um, sus tainability , a liv ing system, 
m,us t balance its efficiency and resil ience . 

Figure 4 is a graph from the book, Money and 
Sustainability - the Missing Link, 10 p.80. It sho,.vs sustainability 
as the balance between resilience and efficiency. Bernard and 
his friends found that all natu ral ecosystems operate ,.vithin a 
\.vindow of viab ility arou nd the opti 1na l point of this balance. 
In other words, tl1e optimal point is the ideal balance betvveen 
efficiency and resilience. The window of viability defines the 
acceptable range before the balance is tipped too far one way 
or the other - reducing the system's sustainability. 

Everything in life . . . has to have balance. 

~ Donna Karan, Fashion designer 

Complementary Forces 

Both resilience and efficiency are related to the levels of 
diversity and connectivity found in the netvvork, but in oppos ite 
directions: 

9 Sally J. Goerner, Bernard Lietaer, Robc11 E. Ulanowicz: "Quantifying economic 

sustainability: Implications for free-enterprise theo,y, policy and practice", 28 

August 2009. 
10 See chapte r "Four Books, One Article." 
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Fig. 4: Law of suslainabilify: Living syste,ns are sustainable by 
ba/,ancing resilience and efficien9i 

A well-,.voven 1nultip licity of connectio ns and diversity 
plays a pos itive role in resilience, for examp le, because 
additional options help the system rebo und from the loss or 
disruption of one or more pathways or nodes . 

Yet living systems also require efficient end -to -en d 
circulation of products in order to properly catalyze crucial 
processes at all levels of the whole. Red undant pathways and 
excess connections hinder throughput efficiency, leading to 
stagnation that erodes vitality. 

In short, resilience and efficiency are essentially comple
mentary forces because the streamlining tha t increases efficiency 
automatically reduces resilience. In general, then, greater effi
ciency means less resilience ; and, conversely, greater resilience 
means less efficiency. The challenge is to find the balance that 
defines the ~vindo,.v of viability. 



Scientific details on the law of sustainability 

The long-Lenn 111aintenance ef vitality appears to rest heavily 
011 two structure-related attributes: 

1) Efficiency: the network's capacity to perform in a sufficiently 
organized and efficient manner as to maintain its integriry 
over ti,ne ... and, 

2) Resilience: its reserve ef flexible fallback /1ositions and 
diversity ef actions that can be used to 11ieet the exigencies ef 
novel disturbances and the novelty needed for on-going 
development and evolution. 

. . . The underlying 1n.athematics are s1ifficiently well-behaved 
that there exists only a single 1n.axi111u111 for a'!:Y gi.ven network 
v,stenz. Interestingly enough, since opti1nal sustain.abiliry is 
situated slightly toward the resilience side, the resulting 
av,m111etry suggests that resilience plays a grater role in 
opti1n.al sustainability than does efficiency. 

Fro1n Sally J Goerner, Bernard Lietaer, Robert E. Ulanowicz: 
"Qjlantijying econo1nic sustainability: /111plications for free
enterprise theory\ policy and practice," 28 August 2009. 

Economic Viability 

In their paper, Bernard and his colleagues wrote: "The basic 
idea is that the same la\vs of growth and develop1nent apply 
both to natural flow systems and economic ones .... It is our 
hope that the new ability to define and measu re healthy de
velopment in complex flow systems . . . can help provide a 
solid emp irical/ mathematical basis for the more accurate dia
gnosis of ho\v to build and maintain economic vitality being 
advanced by a wide array of activists, fro1n micro-credit 
banker Mohammed Yunus to natural capitalism economist 
Paul Hawken." 



So it is said, far hi1n who understa11ds Heavenly }OJl life is the 
worlri11g of I-leaven; death is the tra11s.for1nation of things. In stillness, 
he and the yin share a single Virtue; in motion, he and the yang share 
a single flow. 

~ ,?]zuangz~ The Complete IMJrks of Chuang Tzu 

The Tao View : Balanced Forces 

So, ,.ve see that Aristotle 's cause -effect logic leaves much to be 
desired in th e analysis of complex living systems, ,.vhether 
natural, human or economic. To supp lement Aristo tle, then, 
and to provid e a broader und erstanding of living systems, we 
turn to the Tao view. 

Taoists conceived that all forces exist in com plementa ry 
pairs - like heaven-earth , fir e-water, inhaling -exhaling , 
pulling-pushing , life-death, etc . As Figure 5 shows with respect 
to the Taoi st view, th e sam e appli es to human behavior. 

Yin 

Cooperation 
Circulating, giving 

Connecting 
Caring, quality of life 

Being 
Endurance 

Intuitive, empathic 
Emotiona l, non-linear 
Abilify to hold ambivalence 
Interpersonal skills dominate 
Small is beautiful , 
Conservation 

Interdependence 
Egalitarian works best 

Self .. organlz.ing "chaos" 
Faith in future 

Whole explains parts 

Yang 

Fig. 5: Yi11 and Yang - Opposing.farces in bala11ce. 
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Fig. 6: The law ef sustainability confinns 
the Yin and 'Yang principle. 

The key message is that - although each side of the pair is 
obviously a separate force, the pair also fonns part of a single 
ultimate unit)~ the Tao, and therefore each needs its opposite 
in order to ar rive at wholeness. In other ~vords: it is the balance 
between the l\vo that 1natters, not one or the other. 

The Yin/Yang symbol illustrates this by showing as the 
core of each side an clement of the other (represented by the 
small dots in Figure 6). 

Five principles are essential for the Yin/Yang view: 

I. Both are equal. 

2. Each opposes the other. 

3. Both depend on each other. 

4. Both counterbalance each othe1: 

5. Both must balance to achieve a healthy, harmonious 
situation . 



Yin, Yang and the Law of Sustainability 

The law of sustainability of living systems says exactly that -
\vith resilience representing the Yin and efficiency the Yang: 

1. Both are equally essential for system sustainability. A 
living system MUST care for both. In autumn, a bear 
must feed both for today (efficiency) and for the coming 
winter hibernation (resilience ). In a family, you 1nust care 
both for today and tomorrow; ignoring either of them 
leads to disaster. 

2. Efficiency and resilience oppose each other. An example 
is how you decide to spend your money: do you spend all 
your money today or do you put some aside for to1norrow? 
Or as a business leade1; you might need to decide between 
spending 1noney to pay a bonus now or invest that money 
in developing new product that will benefit the future of 
the company. 

3. The two depend on each other. Some refer to th is 
dependency as "rooted in each othe1;" A bear cannot 
stop feeding for today and only feed for tomorrow. A 
company cannot stop product development for short 
tenn profit reasons "vithout harming its longer-range 
surviva l. In other words, you need yin to have yang, and 
yang to have yin. 

4 . Resilience and efficiency counterbalance each other. 
Ideally, the balance is 50-50; but if the balance is off, 
then one will have more than 50% ,vhile the other has 
less than 50% . 

5. It requires a balance bet\veen Yin (resilience ) and Yang 
(efficiency ) to achieve optimal sustainability for the 
living system. Too much emphasis on resilience (Yin) 



leads to stagnation. Too much emphasis on efficiency 
mak es the system too brittl e and lea ds it to cra sh. 11 

This is the Root Cause of Our Problems 

This is the root cause of our problems in the world today: 
most , if not all, of the living systems we are using , influenc ing 
or leading are not in balanc e between efficiency and resilience 
anymore. Instead, we have push ed them or let them fall to 
the right side of the curve of sustainability, striving for 
efficiency while ignoring resilience - resulting in loss of 
sustai nability. Monocultures are an example of this. Mono 
cultur es are the cultivation of a single crop within a given 
area or th e concentration of a single type or style of a thing 
vvithin a living system . 

\,Ve drive to,vards monocultures to ach ieve efficiency, 
ignoring the needed balance ,vith resilience: in forestry, in our 
monetary syste1n, even in fashion (fash"ion chain outlets every
where offer the same 1nodel, very borin g for fashioni stas, but 
efficient for pur chasing) - wherever we look. 

Hey, is There Anything New Here? No and Yes 

No. Intuitively, you and I already unders tand this need for 
balan ce. You know that to sell a used car at a goo d pri ce, you 
also need to keep it in good condition (resilience) while drivin g 
it efficiently. 

And Yes. Mankind ignores this la,v, often behaving as if it 
does not apply. Two examp les: 

• In the mon eta ry system, we spend and borrow mon ey as 
if th ere were no risk in the futur e. \ ,Ve have adopted the 
p1inciple of enjoy no,v - pay late1; even to the degr ee 

11 btq;>s-//wwwanciciu en/Yin and Vane: 



that our countries go into debt for us, debt that our 
children and grandchildren will have to pay back. 

• In the travel system, flying for low prices has become part 
of the traveler's lifestyle. In 2015, for example, Swiss 
citizens flew 9,000 kilometers (about 5,600 miles) per 
person per year, a growth of 5 7% over 20 I 0. About 80% 
of these t1ips were for vacation purposes. In Switzerland, 
air travel is responsible for 18% of 1nan-made impact on 
the climate. Eve1yone knows that flying places a heavy 
load on the environment. Still we continue, often just 
finding convenient excuses for doing so.12 

Some Real-World Examples 

Let's take a look at some real-world exa1nples of how we can 
move living systems forward and shift the paradigm to more 
balance - for ourselves, and the ,vorld. More specifically, we'll 
take a look at examples of paradigms that must be left behind 
to bring balance and sustainability to the world. 

Example 1 : Shifting Toward More Mixed 
Woodland 13 

Our approach to manag ing forests is a good example that 
illustrates how monocultures over-emphasize efficiency and 
how minimizing monocu ltures brings a living system forward 
to balance, and thus, forward to sustainability: 

The Paradigm to Leave Behind : Myopic Focus on 
Efficiency 

In Portugal in the past, "vhen reforesting abandoned fann 
territory or burned areas of forest, preference was given to 

12 Hchnut Stalder , NZZ (.Neut ,<,11trcl1tr Zeitung), l\4arch 20, 2019) 

'' h11p· //www gcocngjocccingmooi1ar org/2018/ I I /Grc-and-plama,ioos-io
porturo11 



monoculture: pine or eucalyptus trees were typically planted. 
Both grow quickly and provide raw 1natcr ial for d1e local 
paper industry. Even the European Union subsidized this 
approach. 

However, pine trees catch fire quickly; and eucalyptus 
trees, originally from Australia, are a powerful accelerator of 
fire. Their bark has a high resin content so that these trees 
catch fire instantly. They practically explode, with pieces of 
burning bark flying hundreds of meters, setting the next 
section of forest on fire. 

As a result of the monoculture approach to reforestation, 
Portugal paid a high price. Large areas of forest burnt down, 
and many people died or were injured. In the end, the mono
culture sacrificed resilience for efficiency, and the system was 
out of balance . 

Fig 7: The price to pay for Eucalyptus monoculture (Portugal). 



Balancing Efficiency with Resilience: Back to 
Mixed Woodland 

Now Portugal has reverted to a mixed ,voodland strategy, 
,vith local species of trees. In addition, they plant shrubs and 
bushes that prevent drying of the forest floor in periods of 
drought. 

By reverting to mixed woodlands, their forest systems are 
pushed forward to sustainability even though this project will 
take a full generation to complete. 

Example: Rubber Tree Plantations 

Fig. 8: Just rubber trees - no o/lters. 

Rubber tree plantations typically are monocultural, for efficiency 
reasons. Nature detests monocultures and does anything 
possible to bring them back to high sustainability, attacking 
,vith insects and fungi of various types. 



In return, \>Ve try to fight back ,vith chemicals, aiming 
at keeping these forests on the efficiency side of the law of 
sustainability. 

Thi s quote from Advances in Chemicals14 shows how some 
chemicals are used to keep rubber plantation monocultures 
in production: "Th e future of natural rubb er is very bright, 
as it is more important than synthetics in European markets 
and supplies over half of world needs, in spite of subsidies to 
synthetics . However, rubber trees are susceptible to a number 
of diseases. Mildew is the most serious leaf disease in Africa 
and the Far East but is being effectively treated with sulfur 
dusts. South American leaf blight is controlled by spraying 
with Di thane . Phytophthora foliage blight is increasing but is 
being contro lled by Dith ane and Vancide. Tapping panel 
disease, also caused by Phytophthora, is increasing, although 
Orthocide and other treatments are proving effective." 

But what damage do these chem icals ultimately cause to 
our environment and thus, to humans? Unfortunately, we 
may not kno"v the full impact for so1ne time. 

Rubb er trees originated in Brazil. In the 1800s, it was 
illegal to export rubber trees or seeds, but they "vere smuggled 
out anyway. These ,vere used to create rubber plantations in 
Asia and other parts of the world. In their native environment, 
rubber trees gre,v dispersed among a mixed forest environment. 
If one tree became diseased, it ,,vas less likely to infect another 
one growing at some distance. But when rubb er plantations 
were estab lished in South and Southeast Asia, with row after 
row of rubber trees, these trees became more susceptib le to 
disease. In many ,vays, this is a disaster waiting to happen, 
much as the potato famine in Ireland in the 1840s resulted in a 

1
" bnps-//p11bs acs rng/doi/abs/ 10 1021 /ba-1955-QQI 3 chOQZ?s,r=1rcS}:; 



disaster that caused mass staivation, disease and emigration, 
with potato blight rapidly spread ing from plant to plant. In 
rubber plantations, a disease kno\.vn as white root rot, first 
reported in 1904 in Singapore, poses the greatest threat to the 
~vorld supp ly of rubber. According to \ ,Vikipedia, " \,Vhite root 
rot has now become the most threatening root disease of the 
rubber tree in both Asian and Afi·ican Continents which supp ly 
98% of the natural rubber to the world market. In Indonesia 
alone, the alfected area is more than 80,000 hectares [ nearly 
200,000 acres] . As a whole, 5% to 10% of cultivated lands lie 
in bare patches due to this deadly disease." 15 

Towards Mixed Culture 
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Fig. 9: Mixed.forest culturefu!fills the law ef sustai11abilif:y. 
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For efficiency - low cost of maintenance and haivesti ng -
mono cultur es are und oub ted ly the solution. 

Ho\-veve1; we can see fium these examples that monocultur es 
violate the law of sustainability. D riven by focus on efficiency, 
they '\>Veaken resilienc e and thu s drive their systems towards 

collapse. 

So far, we have looked at living systems in nature (forests 
and other plantation s are living systems, of course). No"v let us 
look - in another example - at a man-made system: our money. 

As you "vill see, th e same law applies: our conventional 
monetary system is a monoculture and therefore un stabl e by 
definition. 

Example 2: Towards Dual Monetary Systems 

Today's Monetary System : A Key Driver of 
Productivity and Wealth16 

We should give credit to the conventional mon etar y system 
for having given birth to the indu strial age, with both its 
po sitive and negativ e effects. 

Mon ey experts call conventional mon ey " Fiat mon ey" 
(referring to the first sent ence in the Bible " fiat lux" - light out 
of nothing ), a curren cy that in itself has no intrin sic value, but 
rathe r has value because a govern1nent m aintains its values. 

It ha s spawned a quantum leap in scientific knowledge 
and the mo st materiall y productiv e civilization in the history of 
mankind. I t has also been an extraordinary wealth-producing 
mechani sm, and we hop e that it can continue to play that role 
in an evolving mon eta ry ecosyste m. 

16 Sec Bernard Lic1acr's book 1'v/011ty a11d S11stai11abili/)'- Tlte 1'vlissi11g li11k, Report 

from the Club of Rome - EU Chap1c1; 2012, wrinen with Ch 1istian Atnspcrgc,·, 
Sally J. Goern er and Stefan B1unnhuber 



However, Monocultura/ and Efficiency Focused 

H oweve1~ it is definit ely monocultural an d a n extreme ly 
efficiency -foc used Yang const ru ct whose in terest feat ur e 
enco urag es accumulation and concentration of wealth in 
the form of mone y, and whose necessary scarcity promot es 
comp etitio n amongst its users . H ere are some of it5 effects 
that fly in the face of the law of sustainabili ty: 

• It amp lifies the business cycle of bo om and bu st, ,vhich 
is detrimental to businesses, co untri es and even banks 
themselves. Cons ider th e boom-and-bust cycle in Silicon 
Valley in the late 1990s, or the financ ial disaster caused 
by poor lendin g strateg ies on the part of financ ial insti
tutions that caused the 2008 globa l recession . 

• It enforces short-t erm thinking by the standard practice 
of discounting futur e costs or income. Th is was espec ially 
true in the 2008 global recession. 

• It enforces exponential growt h by the process of compo und 
interest - ~vhich is, by definition, unsustainab le in a finite 
world, 

• It leads to concentration of wealth, resulting in the middl e 
class disapp earing worldwide . Thi s concentration reduces 
divers ity and causes a ,vide range of social prob lems. 

T hese featu res po sition our conventi onal 1noneta ry syste1n 
firmly to the far right of our law of sustainabili ty, making it 

"b rittl e and easy to crash," as the many bank and stock cras hes 
in past yea rs illustrate. 



Complementary Currencies 17 Support a System 's 
Resilience 

Wh enever a monopoly of Yang curr ency prevails, the Yin 
function s tend to be less acknowledged and honor ed and are 
systematically starv ed of resources. In other ,.vords, such 
mon ey systems result in spending mor e mon ey on the Yang 
side, and reducing spendin g on the Yin side. 

1"he solution to establishin g a sustain able balance in 
moneta1y systems, Bernard always emphasized, lies in - as he 
called them - complementa1y currencies. Th ese are agreements 
within a co1nmunity to accept something other than conventional 
curren cies as a means of payment . 

He ,.vas strict abo ut ho~v the term "co mpl emen tary" 
should be used: only curr en cies which aim at supportin g 
a system's resilience or Yin functions should b e called 

"co mpl ementary," in the sense of "something that fills up, 
compl etes, or makes bette r or perfect ." 18 Thi s is especially 
the case if there is a social need, but the conve ntional money 
system fails to assign money to 1ncet that need - like caring 
for the elderly, for the sick, welfare in the wid est sense, 
education, etc . 

Such curr encies: 

• Dampen business cycles of boom and bust, supp orting 
sustain ability of businesses, countri es and even banks. 

• Support longer term thinking rath er than short-term 
thinking. 

• t\r e interest free, thu s do not drive expon ential growth. 

1
' h11ps-//cn wikipcdia 01:gbxiki/CamplcmcmaQ.t 011xcoo1 
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• Bear no interest, or even better , charge fees for storing 
money, thus discouraging accumulation of money for 
creating wealth. 

• Discourage accumulation of currency, for instance with a 
"demurrage fee" (see chapter The language of the ne,v 
paradigms/Monetary system). 

• Avoid the ego-centric effects of "money priming." 19 

Cryptocurrencies: Efficiency Focused Yang 
Currencies20 

Cryptocurrencies 21 - of which Bitcoin is probably the most 
well-known example 22 - are digital or virtual currencies that 
use cryptography and blockchain techno logy for security to 
allow for secure payments of online transactions . 

Even if a defining feature of such cryptocurrencies is that 
they are used in parallel ,vith conventional money and are not 
issued by any central autho1ity, rendering them theoretically 
immune to government interference or manipulation, by their 

19 Priming .. . refers to activating particular representatio ns or associations in 

memory just before ca1·1ying out an action or task. For example, a person who sees 

the word yellow will be sligh tly faster to recog nize the word baHa1'a. 

hnp~:// www.psy9hology{9day.99in/ intl/b asjcs/piiming1 "Nfoncy-primcd people 
are ... more selfish ... much less willing to help ... showed a greater preference for 

being alone. Kahncmann , Daniel; Nobel Prize winner; T!ti11ki11g, Fast a11d Slows, 
Penguin Books, p.55. 
20 b1tps· //www invc:·s1opedia comb-erms/c/cqql1oc,,ncncy asp 
21 "Cryp to" refers to the fact that va,ious encryption alg01id11ns and cryptographic 

techniqu es, such as elliptical curve encryption, puhlic-p,ivate key pairs, and 

hashing functions, arc emp loyed. 
21 Bitcoin's success has spawned a number of competing cryptocurrcncic s, kno""' 
as "altcoins" such as Litccoin, Nrunccoin arid Pec,-coin, as well as Ethe,-cum, EOS 

ru1d Cardano. Today, d1cre a,-c literally d1ousand\ of c1wtocu11'Cncies in existence, 
with an aggregate market value of over S 120 bill.ion. 



very nature they are efficiency-focused Yang currencies . In that 
sense, the recent announcement of Facebook 's new currency 
LIBRA adds a Yang focused cryptoc urr ency to the many 
others that already exist. 

Ho, .veve1~ as Bernard Lietaer pointed out, cryptography 
and blockcha in technology are ce1tainly foundations on which 
comp lementary currencies cou ld well be implemented. 

Dual Monetary Systems 
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Fig. 10: Co111/)leme11/ary currencies bala11ce weaknesses of 
co11ve11tio11al monetary .fYSlem. 

In a dua l mon etary system, both the conventional mon etary 
system and one or several complementary curr encies co-exist, 
thus counteracting the ,.veaknesses of the convent ional 
mon eta ry system . 

As of 2019, there are more than 4,000 active local dual 
monetary systems, prototypes of what will actually emerge 
over the next decade. 



Here are five examples for illustration purposes: vVIR 
(S"vitzerland), Curitiba (Brazil), LETS (world,vide ), I thaca 
H OURS (USA) and the famous \,Voergl story. 

Example 1: WIR (Switzerland) 

Fig. 11: C()111ple111entary Curre11cy: 

WIR Bank, Swit;:,erla11d. 

Created during the financia l 
cris is of the 1930s, the vVIR 
is an important comp lemen
tary currency in Switzerland. 
I t has become a business -to
business currency with an 
unh erald ed dual money 
banking system behind it. 

The story of the \iVIR's 
success has its beginn ings 
during the bleak days of the 
Great Depression. Two S"viss 
businessmen got together with 
a dozen or more business 
associates to decide what they 

could do to address the financial crisis of the 1930s. T hey 
had each received a notice from their respective banks that 
their cred it lines were going to be reduced or eliminated; 
hence, bankruptcy was inevitable. So, they created a mutual 
credit system between themse lves, inviting the ir clients and 
supp liers to join. 

The country's banks mounted a massive press campaign 
to try to squelch this revolutionary idea. The campaign failed, 
and the system saved the businesses involved. 

The value of the WIR is identical to the national currency 
(Swiss ·Franc); however, there is a significant difference between 
the two: the WIR does not bear interest. 



Toda y, approximately 16% of S,viss enterprises use the 
vVIR , ,vith a current volume worth just und er 2 billion Swiss 
Francs in circulation. 

Far from representing a disturb ing factor for the S,viss 
National Bank (SNB), the credits created by vVIR constitute a 
support in pursuit of its monetary policy object ives.23 

Example 2: Curitiba (Brazil) 

Fig, 12: Jai111e Lerner, 
Mayor ef Curitiba 

introduced the Curitiba Token. 

Garbage was a major 
probl em in Curitiba, the 
capital of the southeastern 
stat e of Parana, Brazil. I ts 
urban population had 
mushroom ed from 120,000 
in 1942 to 2.3 million in 
1997. Many of the inhabi
tants lived in favelas, shan 
tytowns made of cardboard 
a nd co rrugat ed m e ta l. 
Garbag e collection trucks 
could not enter these favelas, 
as the streets ,vere not ,vide 
enough. The garbage piled 
up , and disease broke out. 

J aime Lern e1; ,vho becam e mayor of Curitiba in 1971, did 
not have funds to apply customaiy solutions, such as bulldozing 
the area or building ne,v streets. Bond measures, further taxation, 
or federal assistance were simply not options. Another way had 
to be found. 

zi For more details sec the book Re1!,inki11g .r\l/011,y (written with Ja cqui Dunn e), 

p.99 ff 



vVhat Curitiba did have was an abundance of food 
supplies owing to the fertile land s and tropica l climate of 
southeastern Brazil. It also had a municipal bus system that 
was underutilized, with many favela residents unable to afford 
public transportation. Mayor Lerner made use of these local 
resources to help resolve Curitiba's urban issues. 

Large meta llic bins were placed at the edge of the favelas. 
Anyone who depo sited a bag full of pre-sort ed garbage 
received a bus token. Those who collected paper and cartons 
were given plastic chips, exchangeable for parcels of seasonal 
fresh fruits and vegetables. In addition, a school -based garbage 
collection program supplied poorer students with notebooks. 

Tens of thousands of childr en respond ed by picking the 
neighborhoods clean. Par ents made use of the tokens to trav el 
downto,.vn, oftentimes to find jobs. The bus tokens were soon 
accepted at local mar ket~ in exchange for food. In one three
year period , more than I 00 schools traded 200 tons of garbage 
for 1.9 million not eboo ks. The pap er-re cycling component 
alone saved th e equival ent of 1,200 trees - each day! 

Eventually, more than 70% of Curitiban households 
became involved in the programs. The 62 poorer neighborhoods 
alone exchanged 11,000 tons of garbage for nearly a million 
bus tokens and 1,200 tons of food. Other programs were 
create d to financ e the restoration of histo ric buildings, create 
green areas, and provide housing - all with 1nethods that 
placed little or no financia l burden on the municipality. 

The many initiatives - environmental cleanup, city 
restoration , job creation , improved education, disease inter 
vention, hung er prevention - were each tackled without having 
to raise taxes, redistribut e ,.vealth, issue bonds, rely on charity 
or obtain loans from the federal government or organizations 
such as the World Bank and the International Monetary 



Fund (IMF). The improvements burdened no one. Everyone 
benefited. 

The results in purely economic terms are ,vorth noting. 
From 1975 to 1995, the Gross Dom estic Product (GDP) of 
Curitiba increased an average of 75% more than its par ent 
state of Parana, and 48% 1nore than the GDP of Brazil as a 
whole. Th e average Curitibano earned 1nore than three times 
the country's minimum wage. If non-traditional monetary 
gains, such as the exchange of garbage for provisions, are 
taken into consideration, the real total income for residents 
was at least 30% higher still. T he results in human terms - in 
the renewal of dignity and hope for a better futur e - can only 
be imagined. 

Curitiba discovered a means by which to match unmet 
needs with unused resources. They did so by making use of 
co1nple,nentary currencies mon etary initiatives that did not replace, 
but rath er supplemented, the national currency system. This 
innovative approach provided much-needed impr ovements 
to the local economy . It enab led a developing and formerly 
impoverished city to empower itself and vastly improve 
conditions in the remarkable span of a single generation. 

Example 3: LETS24 

The most common dual monetary syste1n in the world 
today is LETS , an acronym for Local Exchange Trading 
System. It was invented in the ear ly I 980s in Courtney, Canada, 
when this to,vn was enduring a 40% local unemp loyment rate. 

There vvere plenty of things to be done; and a larg e, 
skilled labo r force willing and needing to ,vork. Th e missing 
link was money. Consequently, LETS was created to facilitate 

2• ?.1orc about LETS in Bernard Liciac,' s book Ret/1i11ki11g J\1011'), w1i11cn with 
J acqui Dunn e, p. 75 



much -needed trade within circuits in local neighborhoods, 
villages and towns. 

ADELAIDE 

Fig 13: Co111ple1nentary Currency: 
ADEIAIDE LETS (Australia) 

LETS is an examp le of a mutual credit system whereby 
currency is created by simul taneous credit and debit in a 
transaction. I t is now operating in many different parts of the 
world, including Austria, Australia, Belgium , Brazil , Canada, 
Chile, Colombia, El Salvador, Finland, France, Germany, 
Hungary, India , Indonesia, Ireland , Israel,J apan, Ne,.v Zealand, 
Nigeria, Norway, Poland , South Africa, S"vitzerland, Thailand 
and the United States. 

Australia has many commu nities actively trading in LETS. 
ADELAIDE LETS 25, for examp le, is a non-profit comm uni ty 
exchang e system that allows its members to trade goods & 
services ,.vithout the need for direct bartering or 1none), 

2
~ b11;p· //www lcrsadclaide ara 



Example 4: Ithaca HOURS26 

Ithaca HOURS started in 1991 in Ithaca NY, with each 
HOUR note worth the equivalent of US$10. Businesses that 
receive HO URS must spend them on local goods and services, 
thus promoting the local economy . 

In J uly 2015, a new company called l thaca~h moved this 
complementary cur rency from the hour notes-based approach 
to the Ithaca dollar in digital form. 

Over 100 local businesses have so far signed up at launch, 
with so1ne already accepti ng payments via text message. 

Example 5: The Woergl Story 

Fig. 14: Rosa and 1vlichael 

Un tergugge11 berger. 

Woergl is a small community 
in Austria, located at the 
railwa y line co nn ect in g 
Innsbruck and Munich. Back 
in 1931, some 30 percent 
of the workforce was unem 
ployed, leaving 200 families 
abso lutely penniless. 

The 1nayor, Michael 
Unterguggenberger with 
hi s wife Rosa, created a 
solution. They decided to 
issue labor certificates, which 
simply became known as 

"the \ 1\Toergl." 

26 btq)· //www licbtlink cao1/bm11:s/itbacabm11:s 



This complementary currency was designed to function 
solely as a medium of exchange. 

Its demurrage 27 charge was applied through a stamp 
affixed each month at 1 percent of face value. 

Like all othe r such charges, this acted as an incentive to 
keep the money in circulation . Everybody ,.vho was paid in 
\ 1\/oergl made sure she or he spent it quickly before the stamp's 
date expired . (Even taxes were eagerly paid, so1neti1nes even 
in advance.) 

Veronika Spielbichler, custodian of the Unterguggenberger 
Institute, v\loergl, told us: 

Full e1nj,loy1nent as consequence of this 'labor value currency' 
is a ja,nous myth of the Woergl progra1n, which is not 
really correct. Actually, at the beginning Woergl had 400 
unemployed persons, of which I 00 found work through the 
progra,n. Thus, une,nployment rate in Woergl dropped by 
16% during the 13,5 1nonths in which the program was 
applied. In the sa1ne period in Austria the une1nploy111ent 
rate grew by 19%, so the program resulted in a significant 
trend reversal for l¼ergl. 

.Not only did the program generate income for workers: the 
communiry 's inco1ne from the progra,n was also used to Jund 
free meals for une,nf,loyed. 

v\lord of the success of this currency spread like wildfire . 
Retired French Prime Minister Edoua rd Daladier even made 
a special visit to see for himself the miracle of \,Voergl. Soon 
more than 200 other to~vns and villages in Austria wanted to 
use this system as ,.veil. 

27 The value of units of currency is designed to fall over time at a fixed rate. 
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Fig. 15: Co111/)le1nentary Currency: Woergl Schilling, 

It ,vas at that point that the Austrian Central Bank 
pani cked and decided to assert its monopoly rights by making 
it a crimin al olfence to issue Woergl Schillings. 

And Now, It's Your Turn 

In this chapter, the int ention ,vas to make you av.1are of the 
first paradigm shift ,ve must go through: to change our view 
of ho,.v the world "vorks from Atistotle's linear logic to the Tao 
view. 'vVe presente d the law of sustainab ility and illustrated it 
with t,.vo examples: plantations and our monetary system. 

Now it's your turn. As Bernar d Lietaer said in his letter to 
you, dea r rea der: he challenges you to get up and 1nove and 
lead through this paradigm shift. Go! 

You are no t helpless; you are not a victim. In stead, you 
ca n have an impact, and you can help move our world forwa rd 
towards a better balance of efficiency and resilience. H ere are 
some steps you can take to help the ,vorld along in this 
important parad igm shift. 



First, as an Individual 

Ju st recognizing that our ~vorld is out of balance in many 
living systems an d complaining about it is not enough . 

In stead, you must go, move and lead through the required 
paradigm shift yourself, personally. You need to stop exclusive 
focus on efficiency, like seeking the lo~vest price, or the highest 
and fastest gain. 

By doing that yourself, you will have gathered the 
experience to assist, maybe even lead, others towards balancing 
efficiency and resilience in our syste1ns. 

Ultimately, ~ve hope, this leads to a criti cal mass of 
adoption that will balance the ,.vorld and its living systems. For 
example : 

• Recognize how your personal behavior presently prefers 
to focus on efficiency ("spec ial discount!" "super sale!"). 
Don 't abandon that focus - but balance it with more 
personal focus on resilience ("bike or car?" "Ne~v car or 
drive the old one longer?" ) 

• vVhen you vote (if your society offers you that luxury ), 
vote for politicians or parties who actually deliver projects 
balancing resilience and efficiency. Communities that sell 
(anothe r word with the same meaning is "outsource" ) 
their property focus on efficiency; communities that use 
thei r properties to add value to citizens focus on resilience. 
Vote for governments that co1nmit to and deliver a 
balance of resilience and efficiency in your country or 
district - not just ,.vith cool words, but with actua l projects 
- like banning forest monoculture or fostering comple
mentary currencies. 

• In your garden (if you have the luxu1y of having one), 
stop the monoculture of lawn. Nature will try to push it 
back to resilience by bringing in other herbs, and growth 



in biodiversity will follow in form of a lot of different 
plant s, insects, birds, etc . If you don 't follow the Jaw of 
sustainability, you might find yourself fighting back with 
\veed killer. Don 't do that. 

• In your private life and in the organization for which you 
work: trigger showcase projects focusing on balancing 
resilience and efficiency and brin g them to success. 

Second, as Leaders 

... of communities, businesses, governments : stop talking, start 
leading. 

• Recognize how you are indoctrinated to lead with a focus on 
efficiency ( 'cut cost!" "Improve produ ctivity!") 

• Set sustainability of the organizations/systems you own 
or lead as the single top level and most important goal 
affecting all your actions and decision s. We are well a,.,vare 
that as leaders of publi c compani es, you are driven almost 
exclusively by short-term goals in order to keep stock 
prices high. Viewed through the lens of the law of 
sustainability, this places focus on the efficiency of your 
business to the detriment of its resilience. We all instinctively 
know that ignoring th e need for longer term sustainability 
is dead ly for a busine ss. In pra ctical mana ge1nent terms, 
as a busin ess lea der you need both a short-ter1n and a 
longer-term business plan - one aimed at short-term 
results, the other one on your business's resilience or 
longer -term survival. The challenge is to resist the 
temptation to sacrifice longer-t erm sustainab ility for short
tenn success. 

Now is the time for opening the organization you lead to 
a multitude of individual projects driving to\vards a better 
balance between efficiency and diversity. 



Yes. This is a Massive Shift 

This is a massive paradigm shift, we know. At first sight , it 
may look easy. But it is not. I t asks us to undo a deeply 
engraved orientation in our world: the focus on quick profit. 

Many people have recognized this need already and have 
describ ed in thei r books how to go about ach ieving the 
req uired changes . 

For com plementa 1y curr enc ies, for exain ple, the book 
C reating \ ,Vealth - Growing Local Economies with Local Currencies 
by G\.vendolyn Hall smith and Berna rd Lietaer ,28 offers a wide 
array of exampl es and suggestions on how to comp lement 
conventional with complementary curr enc ies. 

Now let us go to the next paradigm shift - perhaps even 
mor e difficult to tr uly achieve, beca use it m eans leaving behind 
cultural values that we have observed for hundr eds of years. 

23 bups·//u,vwamazoo com/gp/pnxh1C1 /BQQ5MRA6l Jl(/,r(- clbs a def"'" hsc 
h_vapi_ taft_pl_j I 
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Paradigm Shift 2: Towards a Better 
MatrifocaVPatrifocal Balance 

Throughout our everyday life we live in a patrifocal sociery That is a 
world where our corporate jobs, our politics, and our mainstream reli
gions are ,nainry based on nzasculine values: donzination, hierarchy 

and control. 

~ LotusStudy.co11z/20082 

Sustainable Societies, Defined 

A sustainabl e society satisfies its needs without limiting the 
pro spect s of future generation s.29 

Our Values Determine Our Societies ' Sustainability 

The values ,ve cherish and by which we decide which actions 
to take determin e our societies' sustain ability. Some values 
focus mor e on our societies' efficiency, others on its resilience. 

Focus Both on Efficiency and Resilience 
of Our Societies 

To be sustainabl e, a society must focus on both. Bernard 
na1ned them "mat rifocal" (focused on a societies' resilience) 
and patrifocal (focused on its efficiency). The se term s perhaps 

29 Brundtland Report, quoted in J\tfoney and Sustainabili!Y, the k lissing Link, p.33. 



seem a little unusual or strange, but Bernard could not find 
other terms that were clear enough to commun icate his 

. 
meaning: 

There 1nust be focus on patrifocal values ef a societies' 
efficiency;for instance, to wisely use a societies' resources or to 
cope with i1n1ninent danger like an attack jro,n for a hostile 
sociery or ef the effects ef climate change. 
OJ course, all societies need to also focus on matrifocal 
values - otherwise vitally important 111atrifocal functions 
such as raising and educating children, caring for the elderry, 
or com111uniry a11d volunteer activities, would not exist. A 
sociery completely laclcing 111atrifocal values would therefore 
soon collapse. 

The ancie11ts e11visioned their world in two halves - masculine and 
feminine. Their gods and goddesses worked to keep a balance ef power. 
Tin and Yang. When male and female were balanced, there was 
harmony in the world. When they were u11balanced, there was chaos. 

~ Dan Brown, The Da Vinci Code 

Patrifocal and Matrifocal Values - Both in Women 
and Men 

v\lhen you visit an e1nergency room , you will see people in 
very bad condition. Every patient injured, broken arms and 
legs, blood on faces, so1ne sobbing, some crying out. And 
you ~viii meet nurs es. Femal e and male. They have one of 
the toughest jobs in the world. On bad days, every minut e 
ambulances bring a new patient in. 

When you carefully ,-vatch these nurses perform their 
work, you will become vet1', ve1y humble. You will see the1n 
help, soothe and support patients, care for them - lovingly, yes 



- till doctors have time for them, and noti ce how they really, 
really care, almost like mothers care for their babies. Men and 
,vomen - there is no dilference in the way good nurses car1y 
out their job s. Both show this behavior, live these values: 
Caring like moth ers . 

At the same time these caretakers perform their duties 
relen tlessly, ,vitl1 high focus on the ir efficiency. Nurses, then, 
are a good examp le of the balance between matrilocal and 
patr ifocal values - a balance bct,,veen efficiency and resilience. 

Each individu al person - woman or man - is capabl e of 
upholding both these value sets as is demonstr ated by our 
nursin g examp le. Each person finds and experiences her or 
his personal balancing of patrifocal (focus on efficiency and 
short-term results) and matrifocal (focus on resilience and 
longer -term results) values. 

It is the blending of the two that makes up the values of 
a single person. 

Out of Balance 

In many of our present societies - and often also in our 
personal values - we are entr enched in pa trifocal values. 
Education and our social environm ent instruct men to suppr ess 
their matrifocal values. To emphas ize that exclusive focus, we 
tend to va lue patrifocal values higher more highly than 
matrifocal ones; and in add ition at the same time, ,ve coach 
,vomen to suppress their pauifocal values. 

Exa1nples for illustration : 

• 28 per cen t of women and 45 per cent of men in a 
recent survey in Germany indicated that they considered 
women to be less qualified for leadersh ip positions 
than men. 30 

30 Study Universi1y of Ducsseldo1f, Nov 20 18 

hnps:/ /www.scicnccdn ily.com/rclcnsc s/2018/ 11/181105 10:>401.hlm 



• A far too common perception is that when women arc 
stressed, they become emotiona l and fall apart. Bu t when 
men are stresse d, they remain calm and clear-headed . If 
you subscr ibe to eithe r of these beliefs, you're probably 
going to turn to men, not ,vomen, ,vhen the pressure is 
on and an important decision needs to be made. 

• On going patrifocal emp hasis has resulted in the imbalance 
we still see today: con flicts ,vherever you loo k - wars, 
invading of land belonging to others, and declaring whole 
societies as terrorists to justify the right to invade. 

• Or in business and politics, we see dominance of patrifocal 
values reflected in hiring and firing, hostile takeovers, 
unequal payment for ,vomen doing the sa1ne jobs as 
men and even laws that impo se pri son terms for insultin g 
a leade r. 

• Some dominantly patrifocal societies even officially permit 
diminishing societies' resilience by murder, stealing, slavery 
and rape dec laring such actions as a duly to divinity. 

• In most countri es and businesses, there is still a sign ificant 
difference in pa ying sala ries for ,vomen and men, who 
are perform ing the sam e job. 

Not Always So 

This ,vas not ahvays so. Up until about 1290 in Eur ope, for 
example, women ,vere free to pur sue any profession, free to 
trade, there were no laws defining how ,vom en had to dr ess, 
and ,vomen were the ones who could read and ,vrite. 

Suddenly , then, laws came out forbiddin g women from 
participating in pr ofessions and trading, limiting women's 
dresses to simp le standards, and they ,vere not allowed to 
study at universities (until the early l 900s, by the ,vay). 



The Required Paradigm Shift 

Imagine a Sustainable Society 

Imagine a world safe from pollution, a ,vorld in which the long
term interest5 of 1nankind and our planet temper the short-term 
interests of business and industry; where conscious cooperation 
co-exists symbiotically alongside healthy competition; where the 
proper raising and teaching of our children and caring for ow· 
elders is valued and compensated for in equal measure as 
compared to other forms of employment so vital to our society. 

Imagine a world in ,vhich there is 1neani ngful work for 
every human being, together with adequate time for our 
families, communities and personal pursuits; a world that 
encourages individual growth as much as it does economic 
gro,vth; community as it does productivity; conse1vation as it 
does consumption. A world that nurtures our spirits and our 
souls in equal measure to our material needs; a world that 
fully honors the diversity of all life and the life-affirming 
aspects of what it is to be fully human in its many myriad 
shapes and forms. 

That is a ,vorld where matrifocal and patr ifocal values 
are in balance. And it is ours to achieve. 

Matrifocal and Patrifocal Values in Balance 

In essence, imagine a ,vorld where matrifocal and patrifocal 
values are in balance, ,vhere the tvvo forces are at par. In this 
ba lance we recognize that 1natrifocal energy is of another 
kind, is as powerful as pat rifocal energy and can contribut e 
tremendously to the sustainability of ourselves and our societies. 

Bernard told us, for instance, that in his work with 
students at universities, he personally exper ienced that persons 
with matrifocal values apply a different kind of analys is to 
problems and creation of solutions than patrifocally-or iented 



persons. Combining the two brings out decisions that arc 
better balanced benveen resilience and efficiency. 

Some Progress - More Required 

Sustainability Optimum 
100% • • 

• 

Window of 
Viability • 

• • 
• • 
• • 
• • • 
• • 
• • Matrifocal ar. . • Paradigm 

Values 1ft • Shift 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
: Matrifocal/Patrifocal: 
• Partnership • 
• • 
• • 

0% 

Resilience 
(Divers ity + Interconnectio ns} 

Fig, I 6: Balancing 1natrifocal and patrifocal values 
ensures sustainabili!J ef our societies. 

Efficiency 
(Streamlined) 

Actually, as a global society, we arc making progr ess toward 
this paradigm shift in many cultures . 

Compar e our grandmothers' situations in their societies 
to the positions our daughters have tod ay: 

• vVomen are much better educated now; and in some 
coun tries, the majority of students are female - the first 
time this has occurred since the 13th century. 

• More wo1nen are in leadership positions no,.v - in politics, 
public administration and business. 

These developments indi cate that we are starting to 



bring out mor e and mor e matrifoc al values and that the 
paradigin shift towards a 1nore balance d matrifocal / pau·ifocal 
partn ership has started. Gr eat start - but mu ch mor e is 
requir ed to ach ieve true balan ce. 

And Now, It's Your Turn 

In this chapter, we described the enormous imbalance bet\veen 
matrifoca l and patr ifoca l values almost every,vhere in our 
world. 1' his ~ve must chan ge to ensure sustainability of our 
societies, of humanity. 

Now it's your turn. \ ,Ve challenge you to get up and move 
and lead through this paradigm shift. Go. 

First, as a Woman 

+ Find the balance within your self of your matrifocal and 
patrifocal values. 

• Enforc e and demand partn ership of your matrifocal 
values with men's pau·ifoca l focus. 

Second, as a Man 

• Bring out your own matrifocal values, balancing them 
,vith your patrifocal values within yourself 

• Recognize women, with their domin antly mat1ifocal 
values, as partn ers in tl1eir own right. Accept tl1at they 
feel and decide tl1ings differently and that this "ot her ,vay" 
of focusing on resilience add s significant value to both 
the sustainability of your partnerships and to our world . 

Third, as Leaders 

• Accept the respon sibility to bring ,vhateve r you lead to a 
balanc e of matrifocal and patrifocal values . 



That's the second paradigm shift Bernard Lietaer challenges 
you to go through and lead others thro ugh . Let us no"v tackle 
the third one: how and why we must go through a deep 
paradigm shift in how we use proprietary information. 
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Paradigm Shift 3: Towards More 
Personal Ownership of Information 

This is true Liberty wizen.free born 1nen having to advise the public 
,nay speak free? 

~ Euripides, Greek Philosopher, 484-406 B. C. 

This paradigm shift concerns the human information system, 
the flow of information between humans that is vital for 
mankind. In this flow vve generate, own and share information 
in our societies. 

The Human Information System 

Proprietary Information 

We generate information as individuals, and it is our property. 
'vVe decide - and nobody else does - \vhat we consider our 
proprietary information: the photographs \Ve took on our 
last trip to Paris, the books we wrote, but also our birth date, 
mailing address, credit car d numbers, national identity 
nu1nbers. Note that there is a difference between personal 
and proprietary or pr ivate information. Personal information 
is information about another person; pr ivate information is 
what we want to keep from public vie\v. 



Flow is Sharing of Proprietary Information 

If we just compi le information without sharing it with others, 
ther e is no flow of information; and the human informatio n 
system comes to a stan dstill. 

To share, \>Ve exchange proprietary information with our 
close fi·iends. Another examp le would be sharing informati on 
a1nong the team that finalized this boo k. So, "ve grant them -
our social circle of proprietary information - access to some 
of our inform ation. 

~ 
Marek Cary 

.. 
Beman! 

Dieter 

a 
Kristof 

Helga 

Fit, 17: Bernard Lutaer's 

circl.e ef i1iforr11atio11 far writing tliis book. 

Sharing of information in flo,.v, however, does not mean 
that we give up ownership of that information. If, for examp le, 
\>Ve grant our bank access to our mailing addr ess, they may 
use this inform atio n - but they do not own it. 



It is our own decision what we share, to whom we grant 
access, as well as the purpo ses for which they may use it. 

Everyone Has Their Own Circles of Information 

Every person has her or his own circles of information in 
which they 1nake information flow by shar ing and exchanging. 
Some of these circles may overlap: a person in our circle may 
also be a 1ne1nber of somebo dy else's circle of inform ation. 

Dieter 

Cary 

Helga 
Kristof 

Fig, 18: Everyone has their own circle of injonnalion. 

In our illustration , Kristof 's and H elga's circles, for 
instance, only overlap ,vith Bern ard 's. Mar ek's circle, howeve1; 
overlaps with Bernard 's, Cary 's and Dietees . 

Sharing , hovveve1; doe s not mean that vve relinquish the 
ownership of our own propri etary information. 



In the same sense, a group of people - like an institution 
- may o,,vn information. It could be a legal entity like a corpo
ration, a professional association like a group of lawyers, a 
department ,¥ithin a larger corporation, etc. The principle is 
the same as for individuals: that group owns the information 
it creates and decides ,,vhat to share and with ,,vhom. 

Unconstrained Flow of Information Essential 

Flow of information free of constraints is essential for living 
systems. 

To underscore the importance of unconstrained flow of 
information in human societies, the Un iversal Declaration of 
Hum an Rights (UDHR ) recognizes the importance of freedom 
to seek, receive and impart information as a human right 
under Article 19. Also, the same is acknowledged in international 
hum an rights law in the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights (ICCPR ).31 

Decentralized Information Systems for 
Unconstrained Flow 

In the 1980s at the European Organization for Nuclear 
Research (CERN), Tim Berners- Lee designed a method for 
sharing documents which was called the Int ernet and later 
evolved into what we know today as the World \i\fide vVeb. 
I ts purpose was to "connect knowledge " - an unhindered 
flow of proprietary information . Commercial benefit was 
not its purpose. 

The computer system supporting this setup was decen 
tralized: no central computer was required to keep information 
flowing. All information was proprietary: kept and owned by 
individuals or groups. 

31 https· //www abchr 011:/cn /g1nfos;ionalin1eccst/pagcs/ccpr aspx 
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Another term frequently used is "distributed inform ation." 
We use this term to describe how inform atio n is stored in a 
compu ter network: If information is distr ibu ted, the same 
information resides with each user. If it is not , one or a fevv 
users have control of it. Both cent ralized and decentraliz ed 
information systems can have informati on stored in distributed 
or non-distributed arr angements. 

Centralized Information Systems: 
Proprietary Information, Filtered for Money 

Then businesses found ways to make mon ey from the human 
inform ation system. For that purpose, the obvious design of 
the supportin g information system was to cen tralize it. 'fh ey 
took possession of peopl e's propri eta 1y inform ation from their 
flovv of infor1nation and centraliz ed it in large data centers. 



Not only that: To pass information between users as 
"search results," they filter out what they don't want us to 

receive and amplify what they want us to see. T his happens 
on a large scale in our most frequently used communications 
tool, the Internet. 

Vision and mjssion state1nent~ of such businesses disclose 
that intent: 

• Provirung access to the ,vorld's information, organizing 
it and making it universally accessible requires taking 
possession of proprietary information; and 

• Usefulness of information is determined by the profit 
resulting from presenting it to users. 

Vision 
Provide access to the world 's information 

Mission: 
1. Organize the world's information 

2. Make it universally accessible 
3. And useful 

Fig, 20: Vision and 111issio11 ef a centralized i11Jor1natio11 system. 

The most personal information about your online habits is collected, 
bought and sold, eften instantaneous?), and invisibry. Data collection is 
a business driven by prefits at consu1ners' expense. 

~ Jackie Speier, American Politician 



Constrains the Human Information System 

By this process, the vVeb actually constrains sustainability of 
the human inform ation system. 

In our body, our nervous system manages the flow of 
information. A stroke or brain attack may, in the worst case, 
cut off the flow of infonnation to large areas of our body. 

In societies, the flow of information can be compared to 
the nervous system . By hindering or limiting (constraining ) 
that flow, we reduce a society's ability to adjust, to learn, or in 
terms of the law of sustainability: we redu ce our social system's 
resilience by reducing its diversity and interconnections . 

Thus, hind ering information flow in living systems causes 
them to become brittle , and in the worst case, crash. 

The press was to serve the governed, not the governors. 

~ US. Supre111e Court Justice Hugo Black 
in New York Ti,nes Co. v. United States ( I 9 7 1) 

As Tim Bern ers-Lee said in an int erview with Vani(;)I Fair, 
Jul y l , 2018 : 

We de,nonstrated that the Web had failed instead ef served 
l1111nani01 as it was supposed to have done, and failed in 
1nany places. . . The increasing centralization ef the Web has 
ended ujJ producing - with no deliberate action ef the people 
who designed the platform - a large-scale e11zergent phenomenon 
which is anti-Jut1nan. 



Exponentially More Invasive 

An example is highlight ed by the JVew York Tirnes' Priva cy 
Project. A recent posting outlines ho\.v digital advertisers use a 
variety of sources to aggregate a huge amount of data about 
individuals, using it for profit by enabling them to better 
target their ads and without any perm ission from consumers 
about the use of that information. Aggregate d information is 
not on ly acquired from th e normal list and demographi c 
sources, but is also accumulated from the kinds of posts an 
individual places on social med ia, online search history, 
purchase history an d more. Frederike Kaltheuner, who heads 
the corporate exploitation program at Privacy International, 32 

states " I t's beco me exponentially more invasive, and most 
peop le are compl etely una~vare of what kinds of data feeds 
into the targeting." If you have a hom e assistant product like 
Amazon's Alexa, private conversations may also be incorporated 
into this targeting effort ,.vithout your knowledge. 

Another recent blatant example : a pr ivate company 
~vorking in the UK 's National Health Service has been fined 
for selling more than 30m records of information about new 
mothers and their babies to data brokers and marketing firms. 

Who Cares? 

Not only do \.ve no~v lose ownership of our propri eta ry infor
mation to centralizing organizations, but strangely, many 
people don 't even care about that loss of ownership - even if 
they are aware that if they are not paying for something, they 
are not the customer, but the product being sold . 

We might suspect that such expropriation and centralization 
of proprie tary information is treated like a fait accompli - you 
know about it, but you feel helplessly ei-.posed, see no alternativ e, 

32 bu;ps· //privacyinrcroarjonal ag;g 



and therefore, ju st don't mention it or take any action to 
correct it. 

The Paradigm Shift Required: Towards More 
Personal Ownership of Proprietary Information 

According to the law of sustainability, dispossessing and 
centralizin g positions our human inform ation system in the 
efficiency corner, making our society increasingly vulnerable 
to instability and political crisis. 

\11/e need a significant paradigm shift to recover from 
this dramati c change in the use of informa tion by third 
parti es. Awareness of this necessity is gro,ving - but we need 
to reverse this trend to avoid paying a high pri ce for the 
consequences of continuing in the wrong direction. 

Information Technology and Governments 
Must Join Forces 

Moving from the present centralization of information systems 
to a decent ralized setup ,.vill be a major paradigm shift. Two 
domains mus t join forces to brin g this shift about. 

Information technology must bring information systems 
to a truly decentralized setup, ceding ownership of all 
propri etary information to the individual user. Governm ents 
must supp ort information technology's move with ade quate 
legislation. 

In other words, that means that information technology 
must provide a truly decentraliz ed "my digital self" identity 
v.rith the ability for all peopl e to define their own propri etary 
inform ation and to decide with whom they want to share it. 

Information Technology Already on the Move 

As of today, in information techno logy eve1yone talks about 
decentralization. Not only do people demand ownership of 



their proprietary information and unfiltered £101,,v of public 
information, but with the Internet of Things around the 
corner peop le are also recognizing the immense inherent risk 
of centralized information systems . As a worst case example, 
a business owning centralized information abo ut self-dr iving 
cars would have the power to turn off these cars anywhere in 
the world. 

Edge computing, 1,,vhich brings computer data storage 
closer to the location where it is needed, is sometimes positioned 
as step toward decentralization. H oweve1; from the point of 
view of the la1,,v of sustainability, this technology aims at 
increasing the efficiency of central ownership of information 
- not at increasing personal ownership of private information . 

Blockchain - an important and very reliab le invention -
shows promise as a 1,,vay to deliver full distribution of information 
and is an i1nporta nt step in the direction of achieving th is 
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paradigm shift. It opens ne,.v ways of reaching consensus and 
has the potential for decentralization, but presently is not 
used for that purpose. Further development is required to 
design Blockchain for the purpose of truly decentralized 
management of information. 

Innovators Taking the Lead 

Some innovators are already taking the lead in the paradigm 
shift to,vard fully decenu·alized circular information systems. 
Examples include : 

One example is SOLID, a new project led by Tim 
Berners-Lee, taking place at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT). The project aims to radically change the 
way Web applications .vork today, resulting in true ownership 
of propr ietary information. 

T HREEF OLD is another techno logy development in 
that direction . They also offer tools for true delive1y of decen 
tralized information management. 

There are several other active initiatives that aim at 
allowing individuals to share their personal information ,vithin 
their self-defined circles, with real and full decentralization . 

Governments Must Provide Laws to Strengthen 
Private Ownership of Information 

Information technology companies cannot deliver this paradigm 
shift on their o,.vn. Governments 1nust support the1n with 
legislation enabling personal ownership of information. 

As always "vhen mankind goes through a turning point 
into a new paradigm, legislators struggle. Often they are late 
to recognize that the new paradigm requires revision of 
present la.vs or even new laws. Lawmakers are typica lly 
stuck in the previous paradigm and struggle to foresee the 
conseq uences of the new laws they design. An example from 



Switzerland: 3:i the Canton of Grison in 1900 forbid the use 
of ca rs (ne,v paradigm ) on its roads based on the reason ing 
that they make horses shy and are dangerous for other traffic 
(previous paradigm ). It too k till Jun e 21, 1925, to chang e 
that law and allow ca rs to be used. Human histo ry is filled 
with similar cases, as Barbara ,hi. Tuchm an writes in her 
famous book The March of Foll),. 

Th e hum an information system is no exception . It reacts 
to attempts (la,vs) to change it not directly, but in loops (see 
chapt er on Aristotle's logic). It therefore easily happens that 
\ovell-meant legislation results in unforeseen negative constraints, 
reducing instea d of increasing susta inability. Especially if 
legislators are still stuck in the previous paradigm they struggl e 
to design helpful laws for the ne,v paradigm. 

In the European Union (EU), for exampl e, new copyright 
laws were app roved by the EU parliam ent \.vith the goal of 
protecting and respecting proprietary informa tion. Some IT 
expe rts, ho\.veve1; observe3'1 that these well-meant la\.vs result 
in seriously constraining the human information system as 
not ed in an article headlined: "the Europ ean Un ion prepares 
to wreck internet \.vith new copyright law." 

They especially point out35 that Article 11 (reproducing 
more tha n "s ingle words or very short extracts " of news 
stories will requi re a license - also from individuals), and 
Article 13 (requiring ,.veb sites to preemptively buy licenses for 
anything that users may possibly upload ) will result in handin g 
over the Int ernet to the fe\,v biggest players like Go ogle, 

3
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Amazon , etc ., and Jock out small businesses or individual 
users from the flo,v of human information. 

As \Ve said before: we consider this a typical development 
in a paradigm shifting turning point and expect legislators 
(also the EU) to ultimately adjust th eir laws to better focus on 
and enable the goal of the sustainability of the hu1nan infor
mation system. 

An exampl e in that rega rd is the Contract for the \,Veb, 
which \Vas " designed as a mechanism for each party to be 
held accountable for doing their part to build an open and 
fi·ee web," and lays out Contract Principles for governments, 
compan ies and citizens . 

And Now, It's Your Turn 

O n the previous page s, we shared how O\vnership of our pro
prietary information has been taken away from us with the in
tention to make money from it. 

NO\V, centralized organizations dctennin e which information 
we receive - in other ~vords, how we perceive our world and 
its future. In effect, they constrain th e human information 
system and act as censors . This has been clearly demonstrat ed 
by ho\v some governments have been ab le to use personal in
formation to destabilize competing governments, int e1fere in 
their electio ns, and sow social discord by creating "bubbl es" 
in which consumers are provided with information, factual or 
not , that is designed to help radicalize their beliefs. 

Th e law of sustainability states that this type of development 
blocks our ability to achieve and maintain the sustainability 
of our world. 

All dictator ships in human histo ry have had a censorship 
policy ,vith the key goal of determining what people should 
know, read or say. George On-veil's book 1984 described a 



society where the "ministry of truth " det ermined what the 
citizens read or sa,v on TV vVith a developm ent like Onv ell 
described, we would not be able to keep the world sustainabl e. 
In fact, on the 70th anniversary of O rwell's book, there has 
been a great deal of discussion in the media compar ing the 
current state in some countries of the world with the "ministry 
of truth" situation 01well described . 

Paradigin 3 is primarily about how we use priv ate infor
mation and how information technology enables that. Therefore , 
our call to action goes to all our leaders and decision makers -
in politics, business and anywhere else. 

First, as Leaders in Politics , Business or 
Anywhere Else 

• Set Priority Numb er I to susta inability of our world. 

• To do so, lead the re-establishment of personal ownership 
of prop rietary information in your areas of responsibility , 
counteracting the trend towards centralization and keeping 
centra lization to th e absolut e rninirnun1 necessar ), 

Second, as Experts , Wherever You Work 

• In whatever you design - espec ially for th e coming ,vorld 
of IoT (Int ern et of Things ): put sustainabi lity of our 
human inform ation system first, and 

• Contribute to it by enab ling personal ownership of pro
prietary information. 

Third, as an Individual 

• Defend yow· ,ight of personal ownership of your propri etary 
information day by day, 

• Give pref erence to organizations and leaders ,vho enable 
that ownersh ip and 



• Resist any trend to expropriate your proprietary infor
mation. 



What Bernard Promised and 
What This Book Delivered 

In his lette r to you at the beginning of this book , dear read er; 
Bernard promi sed to mak e you aware of three paradigm 
shifts that are essential to chan ging our ,.vorld for the better: 

I. To go through a paradigm shift in percep tion, from 
Aristotle's linear logic to the Tao view: to accept and deeply 
unders tand the law of sustainability and how it applies to 
individual living systems as well as to our entire world. 

2. To go through a paradigm shift in cultural values: und er
standin g ho,.v we are out of balance between patrifocal 
and matrifocal values and how we mu st bring thi s 
imbalance back into balan ce. 

3. To go through a paradigm shift with respect to information : 
how we tumbled out of balance, had ownership of our 
privat e inform ation taken away - and ho,.v we can take it 
ba ck, ,.vith the help of our governm ents and inform ation 
technology companies and professionals . 

Again , ~vith this book Bernard challenges you to personally 
go through these paradigm shifts your self, to demand these 
shifts wherever you live and work, and to lead them, if you 
have a leadership position - whether as Presiden t of a co untr y, 
an int ernational organ ization or as respon sible member of a 
small community. 



Yours is the world of tomorrow. Go ahead and create it! 

If world problems feel loo big to tackle, think small. 
Ste/J by step. S1nall wins build corifidence, 

Lead the wqy to change. 

~ Rosabeth Moss Kanter, Author of 
"The Change Masters" 

For more information about Bernard Lietaer and achieving 
the paradigm shifts described in this boo k, and to join the 
global conversatio n, please visit ht tps:/ / sustainab le-world. ch. 



Four Books, One Article 

Over Bernard 's long career, he has written a large number of 
books on monetary and financial topics . This book refers to 
four of them and one paper, which he sees as especially 
itnpo1tant for the paradigin shifts discussed here. We recommend 
reading them if you wish to delve further into the topics 
addressed in this book. 

Mysteriurn Geld 
Publisher: Epubli, Gennany. 

ISBN: 200-0-040182-8-25 (English version in preparation ) 

In this book, Bernard describes a society's collective emotions 
and how they form its monetary syste1n. In the last 500 
years, the archetype of the Great Mother - symbol of nature, 
fertility and abun danc e - ,.vas systematically suppressed -
leading to dominantly patrifocal values at the expense of 
matrifocal values. 

Money and Sustainability 

A report from the Club of Rom e - EU Chapter 

Publisher: Triarchy Press, 2012. ISBN : 978-1-908009-7-53 

In this book (written with Christian Arnsperger, Sally Goerner 
and Stefan Brunnhub er), Bernard discusses in deta il the 
position of our traditional money in the law of sustainability. 
\ /\/e consider it as essential reading for policymakers, business 



leaders and economists, anyone concerned with sustainabi lity, 
those "vorking in the field of monetary systems and anyone 
with an informed interest in the future of our planet. 

Creating Wealth - Growing Local Econo,nies with 
Local Currencies 
Gwendolyn H allsmith & Bernard Lietaer 

Publisher: New Soc iety Publishers, 2011. 
ISBN: 978-0-86571-667-4 

This book - based on a large number of projects for com
plementary currencies - describ es in detail the reasons for 
implementing them, the projects you need launch an d drive 
through and cr itica l factors for success. 

Rethinking Money - How New Currencies Turn 
Scarcity Into Prosperity 
vVithJ acqu i Dunn e 

Publi sher: Berret-Koeh le1~ 2013. ISBN : 978-1-60994-296-0 

In th is book,Jacqui and Bernard give an updated view of our 
tradi tion al 1nonetary system and offer strategies for dual 
mon eta ry systems for banking, business and entrep reneurs, 
governments and NGOs. 

"A World in Balance" 
(PDF, available for download ) 

https :/ /WW\.v.acade mia. edu/ 15398979/ A \ ,Vorld in Balan ce 

In this artic le Bern ard discusses in more detail patrifocal and 
matrifocal values and how they dr ive a society's monetary 
system, and especial ly describe a flourishing dual currency 
system in Bali. 



About Bernard Lietaer 36 

Bernard Lietaer (February 7, 194 2 
- February 4, 2019) ,vas a civil 
enginee1; economist, author and 
professor. 

He studied engineering at 
the University of Leuven, where 
he went back as a professor of 
international finance from 1975-
1978 and again from 1983-1986. 

vVhen he went to MIT in the U.S., he started working as 
,veil for McCormick Consultants. Because of his post-graduate 
thesis, "Financial management of Foreign Exchange. An 
Operational Technique to Reduce Risk," in 1969, he was 
chosen by Time Magazine as one of the ten best business 
students in America that year. When it ,vas published as a 
book in 1971, just after President Nixon took the dollar ofT 
the gold standard, it turned out to be the only systematic 
research which could be used with all of the major currencies 
of the world. 

Continuing to work on this subject, he discovered the link 
between our monetary system and misery; and in 1978, he 
published the book A Role for Euroj)e in the North-South Conflict. 

36 https· //www rcvol>01 con1/paw/Bernard-Jje,acr 



During his time at the Central Bank in Belgium (National 
Bank of Belgium), he was the president of Belgium's Electronic 
Payment Syste1n and implemented the convergence mechanism 
(EC U) to the single European currency system. 

H e co-founded one of the largest and most successful 
currency mana geme nt firms, Gaia Corp, and 1nanaged an 
offshore currency fund (Gaia Hedge II) "vhich was the world's 
top performing managed currency fund during the 1987-91 
period while he ran it. Business Week named him "the world's 
top currency trader" in 1992. 

In 1991, he obtained the book Interest and lriflation Free 
Money written by Margrit Kennedy (German version published 
in 1990), which made him finally und erstand the most 
i1nportant problems of our monetary system. H e started 
fundamental research about the subject of mon ey, which 
resulted in two book~: The Future ef Money, 1999, and Mysteriuni 
Geld (Mystery of 1\,1:oney), 2000. 

As a consequence, he developed the idea of Complementary 
Currencies, which he spread in several books, also together 
with Margrit Kennedy and other authors as well as in other 
publications, numerous conferences, as a professor at different 
universities and a consultant tot companies, organizations 
and governments "vorldwide. 

In 2009 he found - "vith Robert E. Ulanowicz and Sally J. 
Goerner, based on the research of Ulanowicz - the La"v of 
Sustainability, the scientific proof that as monocultures, our 
actual monetary systems are very unstable over the long 
term. In the publication Money and Sustainabili?)! - The Missing 
Link of the Club of Rome, he point ed out, "vith Christian 
Arnsperger, Sally J. Goerner and Stefan Brunnhub er, that our 
monetary system drives our world out of sustainability . 



Epilogue 

Two important endorsements for this book are better read 
after the reader has absorbed the context of this book. 'vVe 
thank both Marc Dubrull e and Father Simon Pierre for their 
thoughtful contributions to this book. 

Marc Dubrulle 

Ex officio Member of the Club of Rome , President emeritus, 
The Club of Rom e EU-Chapt er 

The Superb Legacy of a Visionary Monetarist 

Bernard Lieta er saw far and deep. Perhaps too far and too 
deep. His thinking ,vas audacious and bold. Questioning the 
mainsu·eam assumptions from monetarists, financiers, bankers, 
economists and political leaders is disruptive. Moving on 
these grounds leads to dismissal or - worse - to ignorance 
and indiffer ence. 

I made Bernard 's acquaintance mor e than ten years ago 
in the Club of Rom e (CoR ) EU-Chapter. We were both 
Board members. \,Vhen elected President , I started looking 
with more detail into his career, expertise and publications. 
\ ,Ve had most pleasa nt and stimulating conversations, often 
over a friendly privat e lunch or ,vith a glass of Belgian Trappi st 
beer after a meeting. 

Sustainability ,vas at the core of the Club's concerns, but 
little attention had been paid to monetary issues. They were 



thought too highly technical, requiring solid finan cial expertis e. 
How ever, at our Aurelio Peccei Lectures & Dialogues on 19 
February 2009, Ber nard was invited to pr esent his vie\.vs on 
systemic solutions for today's world challenges . They obviously 
referred to mon ey systems. vVe bo th felt there was room for a 
specific analysis of these systems and their possible alternatives. 
Th e first drafts of a manu scrip t were already available, \.vith 
con tributi ons from Chri stian Arnsperger, Sally Goer ner and 
Stefan Brunnhub er. 

In 2011, Finance vVatch \.Vas founded as a European 
NGO in reaction to the last financial crisis, when policymakers 
realised that there ,vas no count er-power to the financ e lobby. 
Its first Secreta1y General, Thi erry Philipponat, was invited 
with me for a lunch at Ber nard 's flat. \1Ve discussed the proj ect 
of a report from the Co R-EU to Finance vVatch. Th e idea 
was to expose th e systemic flaws in our money system an d the 
wrong thi nkin g und erpinning it , leading to the finan cial 
catastro phes. Th e report would set out pra ctical propo sals for 
creati ng a money 'ecosystem' with comp leme nta1y curr enc ies 
to support and stabili se the curr ent mone y system. 

Thierry Philipponat ,vas enthused. The link between 
money and sustainability was esta blished. D ennis M eadows, 
co-author of Limits to Growth , agreed to write a fore\.vord 
which is very enlightening: ... ~ will never create sustainabiliry 
while im1nersed in the J1rese11t financial syste,n. I used not to think this. 
Indeed, I did not think about the 1noney system at all. I took it for 
granted as a neutral and inevitable aspect ef hu1nan society. But . .. 
now I understand, as proven clearly in this text, that the prevailing 
financial systeni is incompatible with sustainabiliry. 

It is the und eniab le merit of Bernard Lietae r to have 
revealed this crucial issue for all those \.vho end eavour to 
mak e the plan et and quality of life sustainable . The report 
Money and Sustainability: The Missing Link, was publi shed in 



20 I 2 by Triarchy Press, UK, endorse d by the Board of the 
CoR-EU, presented to Finance Watch and the \i\1orld Business 
Academy with a launch event at the University Foundation in 
Brussels on 30 May 20 I 2. 

Bernard 's world view obviously reached far beyond 
monetary affairs, his professional expertise. H e had this holistic 
approac h which is too often missing ,vhen addressing the 
many problems of today's civilisation. H e was a humanist in 
the most positive sense of the word, caring for more equity 
and justice. Above all he had a strong willpo\ver, looking at 
the future with optimism. Hi s latest book is a superb legacy to 
all of us and a challenge to review our obsolete models. 

Father Simon Pierre 

Fath er Simon Pierre is, perhaps, Bernard 's oldest friend . H e is 
a Bened ictine Monk from the monastery of vVavreumont 
Belgium , living in the mon astic foundation in Peru since 1974 
and more specifically, since 1992, in the midst of the indigenous 
Aymara people near Titicaca lake. 

In Loving Tribute to Bernard Lietaer, My Friend 

In Bernard 's long list of friends, I must probab ly be one of th e 
first, since we met in ado lescence: I \vas 14, he must have 
been 18 or 19. We were, on the surfac e, at the opposite end of 
the spectrum : I wanted to become a Benedictine monk, which 
I ultim ate ly did become, and he \Vas already searching all 
over for the 1neani ng of reality, visible and hidden, and ho,v 
to approach it v.11th intelligence and heart. Since then, ho\vever, 
our friendship has been forged through an unint errupt ed Yin
Yang conversation between 1nysticis1n and utopia, a mysterious 
and silent contrivance that only death seemed to be able to 
suspend at its peak. 



I would like to thank the authors of this book for 
allowing me to resume the conversation beyond the mystery 
of the invisible. 'fhey encourage me to resume, on the basis 
of the three paradigm shifts proposed here, an ever-open 
debate between the monk and the visionary, both researchers, 
on different paths, of the "indispensable impossible" that we 
call hope. 

But I am not here to talk about "him and me," which 
belongs only to him and to me, but to reread with you the 
invitation of this book from where I am in my human and 
spiritual adventure. I will therefore allo"v myself to react to 
the paradigms proposed here from two points of view: culture 
and mysticism. 

Culture as a transversal axis 
As every time we open a debate, I will allow myself to propose 
once again a fundamental objection to Bern ard's hypotheses, 
not to deny their relevance, but to broaden their horizons. 

Is the efficiency-resilience binomial not too narro\.v and 
will we not run the risk of consolidating, by making it more 
flexible, the system of vVestern civilization, which, obviously, 
dehumanizes the world in many respects? I have always 
admired, of course, the \!\Test's ability to adapt and correct 
itself so as not to fundamentally question its own dogmas of 
progress. No culture and no system have, like us, the ability to 
constantly recreate itself and never really question itself 

Is this not still the risk of this par adigm shift: reinventing 
in order not to change? Who, indeed, would not agree with 
Bernard's beautiful utopia? The future of the planet, but 
above all the continu ity of the Western \<VOrid view, depends 
on it. But is that the priority? 



The missing link of cultures 
Having myself lived in the heart of the indigenous cultures of 
the Peruvian Andes for many years, I have learned to radically 
challenge my European dogmas about happiness, life and the 
"vorld. There are really other ,vays of looking at man an d in 
particular the relationship of differences between hu1nans 
and the whole cosmos . 

The first revolution is anthropological. Is the human 
being, conceived as an individual, really the center of the 
"vorld? Is the \i\fest's exacer bat ed anthropocentrism good ne"vs 
for the world? In the traditional cultures of the Andes (and 
this is probably not the only case), the community exists 
before the individu al; and the human being recognizes himself 
only in the relationship of reciprocity. 

Thus, the patrifocal paradigm and the matrifocal paradigm 
are not two complementary point s of vie,v, but a unique 
movement of reciprocity. \i\fe can even go further and wonder, 
with these traditional cultures, if humans have a privileged 
function co 1npared to the rest of the inh ab itants of the 
universe. In non-Western cultures, very often harmony, preserved 
and constantly restored a1nong all living beings, is the true 
goal of life in and the universe, not sustainabil ity first and 
foremost. Efficiency and resilience are absolute ly absent from 
this intuition . 

This diversity of cos1novision, i1nplicit anthropologies 
and utopia s is always present in the collective unconscious. A 
people may ,vell superficially adopt the categories of Western 
rationa lity; and even if corr ected and softened, its deep being 
always continues to react and feel in tune with its roots. 

It therefo re seems essentia l to me to subm it the new 
paradigins we are talking about here to tl1e judgment and 
transformative melting pot of cultures in the ir spec ificity. It is 



certainly unthinkable today to exclude Western rationality, 
which has beco1ne the heritage of all humanity. But it can, 
and must, be rethought from top to bottom, based on other, 
healthier and more humane approaches. Universal violence, 
generated by the imposition of Western categories on the 
world , certa inly has its origin, for the most part, in the 
forgetting of the wisdom embodied in the cultures of yesterday 
and today. 

The symbolic dimension 

An increasingly absent dimension of vVestern rationality has 
much to do with symbo lism and poetics. We have separated 
these spaces to such an extent that they no longer have any 
real interconnection. Everyone moves in their own universe. 

In non- \,Vestern cultures, symbolism and poetics are 
intimately integrated. vVe are even talking about symbolic 
technology and the intrinsic rituality of human action. It is 
precisely in this field, symbo lic and ritual, that the human 
community not only reappropriates all the information, as 
implied by the third shift of paradigms, but also reinterprets 
and re-enchants it, in some way. 

\i\lithout th.is re-enchantment of the world, in the multiplicity 
of peoples' intuitions, the ne~v paradigms will never be anything 
more than a change of clothes that are more flexible, more 
adapted but just as foreign to the body that wears them. 

The ethical dimension 

Even if resilience corrects blind efficiency, and patri- and 
matri-focal dynamics humanize in diversity, just as the reap
propriation of information allows critical discernment and 
decision making, it cannot be denied that recent developments 
in the West have largely removed the notion of ethics from 
decisions and choices. 



Certainly, democratic humanism imposes a series of 
normative cond itions and limits on the blind voracity of the 
market. But this is hardly the case in the vast majority of 
countries in the world, including the United States. The universal 
economic dogma of profit seems infallible and above the ethical 
requirements of States and multinational communities. 

Introduce mysticism into decisions? 
It seems ve1y insulting, even absurd, to speak of 1nysticism in 
this context . And yet, the unpredictable wh ims of reality, even 
the mar ket, seem to tell us that there is a dimens ion of myste1y 
in the world that must be taken into account and that has to do 
,vith the unpredictability of the human being. Is there not a 
massive form of arrogance in the very notion of sustainab ility, 
as if we could finally foresee and manage everything? 

As monks, we claim to be witnesses of this mystery, of 
this unpredictability of reality, of the beyond of all our 
achievements in the invisible. Madness necessary for a ,.vorld 
that breathes beyond its forecasts and readjustments, even 
brilliant ones. 

Ethics as a prerequisite 
I mentioned above the absence of ethical criteria in most of 
our politica l and economic decisions. Eventually ,.ve ask 
ourselves the question a posteriori. Ethics, as a consequence of 
mysticism, is, on the contra1y, a necessary a priori, a condition 
for any decision and any discernment. 

For a long time, I have advocated the creation of an 
ethical United Nations, ,vhere all the world's wisdoms would 
share their spiritua l and ethical foundations, to manage the 
political, economic and social world. This ,vas the 1neaning, I 
believe, of President Mitterrand's creation of his famous 
multi-philosophical ethics committee. But it seems to have 
been a long time coming . 



The dialogue has resumed 

Thes e are some of the follies of an atypical monk , who looks 
at his friend Bernard's utopias , as ,.ve have always done, from 
the friend's heart, but with the distance that any true friendship 
always allows. 

I can already hear his silent respons e from the absolute 
mystery ~vherc he now lives, and I awa it this reply with impa
tience and joy. But it ,viii be don e in another space. 

Forgive me for thi s shared nonsense. Bu t I know that 
Bernard ~vas essentially a mystic an d that he has known, since 
our beginnings in adolescence, this particular song scratched 
on a mysterious guitar of silence. 

Thank you, Bernard. 




